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ON CANADIAN EFFORT AGAINST fTUBEROULOSIS.
BY

J. G. ADAMi. M.A., M.D.

Meeting thus, and at this tine at the Royal Edward Institute, it is
il evitable that one iatter is forenost in the thoughts of all of us, the
death of the great King who gave his namie to this. building. It is but
a few brief months since we were met together outside the door of the
Institute under the presidercy of one who took the keènest interest in
our work and gave it hearty support,-the late Sir George Drunimond-
a waiting the moment when for thie first time the King's toue, in Eng-
jand, should open an institution in the greater Britain across the seas.
And following the opening of the doors and the raising of the flag by
IJis Majesty's hianc, there came his niessage: "1 shall always take a
Jivelv interest in the Institute, and 1 pray that the blessing of flie
Almighty mîay rest upon all those who work in and for it, and also upon
those for whom it works." Ciose upon twenty years ago it was ny
privi1ge to hear the 'King, then Prince of Wales, sound the lirst effee-
tive note of his interest in the canipaign against taberculosis aud therôby
start the active campaign in Great Britain. It was at the International
Congress of Hygiene, in.London, of which he vas President, when in
bis opening address referring to the ravages caused. by the disease and
thc evicence brought forward that it is preventable, he uttered these
memorable words: "If prev:entable, why not prevented." Thes e words
nay truly be said to have initiated the carpaign in Great Britain. You
all know the active part taken by him in thie British Association for the
Prevention of Tuberculosis, and hiow after his recovery from that illnem
before the coronation, an illness whieh stirred the empire to its depths,
lie dedicated the thank offering of his people to the establishment of
the King's Sanatorium at Midhurst. In the work, therefore. of those'
who with us are carrying on the iwarfare& against preventable disease,
Fdward tlhe Seventh played a very active part. There will be other
monuments rnised throughout the empire for the beloved monarch,-
beloved as no King of England' has ever been; tliere will be another

Presidential Address at the Annual Meeting cf the Canadian Association
for the Prevention of Tuberculosis, Montreal, June, 1910.
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raised here in Montreal, but none of them will carry down to posterity
that peculiar possession of almost personal rëlationship, with the great
king of the British people.

And here, wiile touching upon tiese widerÉ theies, it is right and

diting that this meeting take official -cognizance of the passing away
within the last few days of another gicat man intimately associated with
our work,-the man, indeed whose discovery of the bacillus and whose
masterpiece of demonstration of the essential nature of tuberculosis made
the canpaign of prevention possible. Uenerations before Robert Koch
it was known that some cases of consumiption underwent cure. Genera-
[ions before, certain communities-but certain' communities only-real-
ized that the disease is infectious, but in the absence of sure knowledge
the ieans adopted for its prevention were lamentably deficient. It is,
in the nature of things, that the discovery of the causa causans of a
disease offers -the key to a thorougli understanding of the phenomena of
that disease and of its mode of development and spread. Robert Koch
and his discover made the vorld-wide campaign against tuberculosis
possible. Without the demonstration of the existence of the tubercle
bacillus, of its habits of growth.and modes of conveyance from man to
man, from animal to animal, from àninal, I may add, to man, we would'
remain unprovided ivith a gospel of means of prévention. We could not
'advance as we are adyancing at present with the sure proclamation that
the disease is preventable; we could not surely teach the people how to
arm thenselves against this greatest social scourge of modern life, and,
if it be not presumptuous- to strike the personal note, may I add that I
an grateful that the lionor you have doue me in electing me Prosident
of this Association, permnits me to voice what must be the sentiment of
al] of us when mentioning. the name and achievements of the great Prus-
sian bacteriologist, and this because it lias falleu to, mny lot on more than
one occasion, as at the now historical private conference held at the
C.ongress in Washington two years ago, to take a sonmewhat promiinent
position in opposition to Koch's attitude. more particularly on the sub-
ect of bovine tuberculosis. Two years before Koch's famous pronounce-

ment at London, in 1901. the observation conducted by Dr. C. F. Martin
and myself, on behalf of our Government, led us to advise the Minister
af Agriculture that the main cause of human infection was from mnan
to 'nian, but at-the saie timue to point out that the very difficulty in the
conveyance of tuberciiosis from man to cattle, indicated that itwas pos-
sible by simple nethods of isolation to eradicate tuberculosis from among
the cattle of the Dominion and thus not only sa-ve our farmers f rom
greCt future 1os, but also by Ihe estabiislinent of uninfected herds bring
them great future gain. The work of the last ten years only makes
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me the'more convinced of:the rightness of my contention. Koch, unfor-
tunately, as most now:agree, in lis celebrated pronouncement failed. to
draw this latter deduction and failing, placed in the handis of the re
trogressivists a powerful instrument- against legislative advance. But
if thus, while agreeing with him upon the main data, it has been m.y
fate to join issue with him over the most important matter,-to be- à
David to his Goliath-that does nôt one whit detract from my admira
tion of his great achievements 'an(1 recognition. ofe the debt owed to hIm
by humanity for. all that- he accomplished -in the development of bacte-
riological technique, and, ,above all, for' his discovery of the- tüberêle
bacillus. And I would propose that this congress convey to the German
'Consul, for transmission. to his- Government, a vote of appreciation of
what COanda and the world in general owes to the great man of science
recently deceased.

But:if we have to cdmmenorate thsce most notable losses.' here in
Canada the last twelve. months. have been memorable as no previous
year has been. for enthusiastic aiÙd active advance all along the line and
that from the Atlanticn to the Pacific. • Everywhere our people have been
roused to a realization Of the seriousness of the problem, of the losses
that phthisis and other forms of tuberculosis infliet upon-the community,
of the possibility and the practicability of counteracting the inroads of the
disease. The secretary's report, read this morning, gave us in detail the
progress made' in the Maritime Provinces, in Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba
and the central west and in British Columbia. From eaci province
comes the same story of associations being established, of hospitals and
sanatoriums being either in the course of erection or thrown open, of
geinerous aid to the- work by private individuals, of municipal contri-
butions amd support, and last,' and not the least, of participation by the
local Governmnents in the good work and direction and support of Lhe
efforts of the municipalities aud antituberculosis associations in the dif-
ferent provinces.

-More than ever it is brought home .to us that this is not merely a
campaign against tuberculosis, but is the .inev'itable centrc of a .great
movement making for social bettermeut, for the healthy home, fo& the
well being of our people and for their prosperity. If, r-ecognizing the
danger toi infants from the milk of tuberculous. cows, we suicceed in es-,
tablishing a system of inspection of farms and bacteriological examina-
tion of milk supplied to our cities we do mucli' more than banish tuber-
culosis from the dairy' herds: ve inevitably lead to the production, of- a
milk that is clean and healthy in every respect: to the establishment of
wel ventilated byres and cattie that are properly cared for; we' raise the
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standard of dairy farming throughout the district. . If, as was well seeIl
after our tuberculosis exhuibition in Montreal and Quebec, we impres-
upon the people the value of sleeping with open windows as a means of
strengthening the system against consumption ve at the saine time raise
the general bealth of those who follow this piece of advice. and conse-
quently their powers of resistance against all forns of infection. If,
we demonstrate to our cities for the mortality statistics that sluins and
regions of overcrowling are the hot beds of tuberculosis, and persuade
ihem that by legislative enactment these slums must be suppressed, we
inevitably develop sehemes of city planning, of provision of parks and
playgrounds, of schenes for the provision of healthy houses for the arti-
san class, such as we must rejoice to sec M. Bourassa persuaded our
local house at Quebec to make one of the matte-s that the Commission of
Enquiry upon city planning for Montreal is to enquire into-and here
let me express the debt of gratitude which Montreal owes to Sir Lomer
Gouin, who personally -brought the Bill establisbing that Commission
before the House, and by his influence carried-it through.

I miglit thus afford' instance affer instance. Everything, in short,
that makes for impoverished health makes for suseeptibility to tubercu-
losis. Everything' that makes for better social conditions develops natu-
rally as· an object and outcome of oui campaign. Thus, it is coming to
pass that our- tuberculosis leagues and associations are beconing the
centres and meeting points for. all i.n the various communities wlo
actively interest them selves in the betternent of social conditions.

Discussing our Annual -Report, 1 cannot forbear calling attention to
the admirable wýiork accomplished by our conjoint secretary and Jecturer,
Dr. Porter.- Hie lias during the year travelled from. one end of the
Dominion to the other, and- such is his capacity as a popular lecturer,'
sucli his enthusiasn and organizing ability, that he has succeeded in
attracting crowded audiences, and in establishing numerous branch asso-
ciations. Only this last month with Dr. Seymour. of Saskatchewan,
lie has succeeded in establishing 20 district associations in that province.
We owe much to hin for the advance of our work.

Yet another matter is likely to develop out of the report, nanely, the
most important subject of the care of the indigent incurable cases. In
accordance with a resolution passed at the HIlamnilton meeting last year,
when Dr. Laferty, of Calgary, so admirably filled the presidential chair,
i wrote, as presiclent, to the varions provincial governments and to the
gencral liospitals throughout the Dominion calling attention to the
urgent need that cases of this order be not treated as social outcasts, but
that wherc a general hospital is in receipt of government assistance, and
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where in a district there exists no institution for incurable cases there .is
a distinct call' upon stich general hospitals to assume the care of such.

This principle, 1 may say. is acted upon by all the western provinces
from Manitoba to Britisli Columbia, and to all interits and purposes is
almitted and acted upon uncler the Ontario law. The eastern provinces
alone do not as- yet admit it and. as T learn, this offiial- communication
on my part was received with .not a littie opposition in New Bruswick.
Let me admit frcely that the conditions of hospital support are..very
di ffecrent 'in the east and in the west; that the Government subsid1 , in the
former is. not per capita,'and that, the sumn granted to the individual hos-
pitals is'not on the same scale. Nevertheless, I am sorrl that, to put it
frankly, tiose who 'criticized niy letter dlid not rend between the lines,
and see' that it 'couldi not be'the intention of the Association, compose'd'
as it is largely of nedlical men. to lemand that the hospitals should spend
the 'relalively i.adequate subsily received f rom the Government upon
tuberenlous cases and be oUt of pocket to boot. Such, they may be
assured. never entered into the heads of those who framed the resolution.
On the contrary, the 'obvions intention was 'that the willingness to per-
fori the necessarv public ,duty woild croate a demand upon the Gov-
ernment and the municipalities to. assume the cost of caring for these
cases which they would c be oweriless to resist. seeing that thlis duty is
niow- recognized by aill governments that can be called civilized:tlfrough-
out the world. I woulrl further Iay down, that it is an econ~omical Mis
take to multiply spedial hospitais when it is possible, to utilize ire-
existing institutions.

And 'thus I cone back to the text of my 'address before the. Associa-
tion in Hamilton last year. The success of our campaign depends' upon
our reducing the cost of treatnent to the point at which we can'show
'to 'ur governients and our imunicipalities that it is economically pos-
sible to' undertake the care, not of the individual and select cases of the
disease. but of the body of those suffcring from the disease and incapable
of providi:ng for themselves. While affecting all classes of .the commu-
nity, tuberculosis lays its heaviest toll upon those setting forth in life,
upon those who have not had the opportûnity to save against the rainy
day. Those provided with this world's goods we do not ask 'the authori-
ties to aid, nay more, it is inpolitic to ask governmental aid on any
large seale for those in the first and curable stages of the disease. Some
we must ask. but knowing that the greater number of these cases are
curable and with proper treatnent can be once again made active work-
ing mnembers of society, it is the proper and self-respecting policy so- to
approacli and treat those that they look upon what is expended on their
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behalf by society as a loan to be repaid when they are restored to health
and are capable once again of engaging 'in profitable work. But more and
more am I convinced that the crux of the problem lies in the treatment
of the indigent and incurable consumptives. Isolate these and forthwith
the main source of infection is removed from our midst. Permit th.em
to remain in the bosom of their families, to live and sleep in the sanie
rooms with other menbers of the poverty-stricken liousehold,. expectorat-
ing and discharging the bacilli broadcast, weakened by the disease to the
point that they no longer have the energy or even' the inclination to pro-,
teet those around them, and they become the centres from which the
whole faniily and succeeding tenants of the roons become infected.

Not all our provincial governments have a cobalt behind thein, and
are so wealthy and far-seeing as.to aford $4.50 per week for the isolation
and care of these cases as lias the Ontario government. But here, in the
Province of Quebec, as I have pointed out more than once, the economi-
cal conditions are such that we are provided with a means of.solving this
problem. Thanks te the self-sacrificingzeal of the good Sisters of Pro-
vidence, and of other religious communities, it is in Our powert isolate
these incurable cases to sustain and keep them in relative confort ai one-
third the cost of ordinary lospital páitienits. Whereas the ordinawhos-
pitl patient il our general hospitals througliout this continent' costs' tihe
comnmunity fronm $30 to $36 a month. ihe Sisters are readlv and willing
to undeitake tieir care ait fromn $10 to $1, a montli. They ar.e willing to
take and care for all sorts and conditions. for Catholies and Protestants
alike. Anid nohy have ther demonslrated ihir broacl eatholicity. This
action on their part brings the Care of patients of tiis order within the
shlier of practical polities. Andfl our niavr. whose unavoidable absence
froi' tiis meeting we al] regret. andi our city council. here in Montreal.
and, I may add, Our citizens as a' body, are tliankful to tie devoted Sisters
for their aid and are glad to accept it. . At our nexti anînual meeting i
trust ilat we sha he able io report thi-ati Montreal bas taken this notable
step forward, i-be surest step toward rapid reduclion c.f ur tuberculosis
morhidity and death rate that can be taken.

Hlow, it may be asked, can the Sisters possibly undertake tie work at
this low cost? The answer to this first question is simple. The Sisters
devote themselves andi their lives to tie service 'of God and of their fel-
lows without thought of gain, and as a consequence the cost of service is
reduced to what is verily an inconceivable minimum. Whereas a fully
trained hospital nurse to maintain 'herself requires not less than fifty
dollars a month or $600 a year--and,, as the cost of living goes, this is
far fron being an excessive sum-I have been informed by a dignitary
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of the Church that on enquiry he found that the cost to the inother house
of each Sister of one of our leading orders in Montreal vas $25 a year,
and this included the cost of the habit and' clothing. There is the fui]
and eloquent answer to the first question.

How can other and non-Catholic parts of the Dominion follow in the
footsteps of Catholie Quebec? I would say., ladies and gentlemen, that
it is 'within the bounds of possibility. Through its religious Sisterhoods
the Catholic world lias solved one of the painful difficulties of monogam-
ous society. I need not tell you that more women children than men'
children attain adult life. Living in a Protestant society you know, as
1 know, each of us more than one case, perbaps many cases, of those
who, whether for lack of will or lack of opportuiity. have passed the
nidrriageable age. Not a: few of these we see active in all good work,
the very slt ·of the earth. but not a few we know lacking initiative,
wanting direction., gnawing out their hearts in inactivitv becoming

morbidly introspective with the bitter belief that they are failures
in 'life; that their fainilies regard them as such, becoming unduly sen-
sitive. nay often hysterical or cdnfirmned semi-invalids; and if married
br ohers or sisters ask them to stay with them 'to lelp with the fam'ilv,
tley' imagine either that they are asked out of charity, or that their
labours. which may be great. meet with no appreciation; who look
npon theniselves as family enenimbrances, suffered but not welconed.'
I can imagine few more bitter lots in life.

Yet this is al unnecessary. Look at our Frencli-Canadian Society.
This type of woman is there alnost wholly wanting. I know that ve
Protestants are apt to regard nuns as pusillanimous weaklings who,
fearful of facing the world and its duties. have fled to 'the convent,.
often hefore they have known the world and what it has. to offer.
Ladies and gentlemen;i the morie I sec of the work of the good Sisters,
the more I learn from my Catholie friends regarding the inwardness
of tleir lives, the xore I find reason to doubt Our preconceived ver-
diet regarding them. the more . find to admire in them and their
'lifework.

There are. .of course, Sisterhoods and Sisterhoods, but with rare
e ceptions I hear from the relatiyes of the Sisters, that instead of
gnawing out tLeir hearts as do so many of their unmarried Protest-
ant -cous in' the outer world, their lives are filled with deep peace,
and, indeed. *their placid faces, when we meet tlem on the street.
give the lie to ot-r 'Protestant conception of the convent. And we know
their good works.

What I would say is, that the time has come for our Protestant
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Society to follow the Catholie example. In place of feeling them-
selves incumbrances let our single women ,band- tliemselves into Sister-
hoods for good works. There is abundance for them to accomplisi. I
an far from reconniending the vow of perpetual. chastity, but · let
thein, after a novitiate, bind themselves fnr at least three years, choos-
ing that Sisterhood and that line of work which appeals to them.
And while I believe that a deep sense of religious ,duty is necessary
for such a life, and grows in the fulfilment thereof, and that a due
regularity of religious exercise is essential, I would not say that such
sisterhood should by any means necessarily be under the dominance of
any one particular sect. Let the work to be undertaken. and not the
sect, -be the dominating principle. But this I do .recognize, that the
success of any such sisterhood at. its inception clpends wholly upon
governance by some forceful, clear mninded and single-hearted woman,
and I would be so far worldly as to suggest that.to attract other women
such a leader should already be of distinction in our society.

I do not tiink that I am suggesting too much. They have suc-
cessful orclers of Deaconesses in Protestant Norway. I have met them
there. I have met them in Germany. They have therm in Protest-
ant Scotland. So I would urge that some good strong womnan come
forward and devote her life to the noble work of establishing a sister-
hood for the care of the incurable tuberculous in. generous emulation of
the work that is being acconplishedl by- ber Catholic Sisters. Surely
bere »is a life work that will. appeal to -our Canadian woranhood, a
work that uiîst spread and spread until it eibraces all Protestant
Canada. Who will corne forward?

THE CONDITION OF .THE LYMPTATJC GLANDS' AS A
FACTOR IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF. TIUBERCULOS1s

OF THE HIPil AND LOWER SPIXE.

A. ML\CKENZTE FORRES, M.D., Montreal.

In the past great diflieulty has been experienced ini making a dif-
ferential diagnosis between early tuberculous lesions of the spine and
the hip. In l\ovember. 1909, I observed that the deep lymiphatie glands
in the iliac and inguinal regious were more likely to be enlarged in
disease of the sin tliail ii hip disease. Tuberculous lumbar -lym-
phatic glands have long been recogiiized by orthopdic surgeons as
a cause of Pott's disease, and lunibar Pott's disease nay be the cause
of tuberculous lunbar and iliac glands.

Delivered at the Canadian Medical Association Meeting. Toronto, June 3.
:10.
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In early cases of hip disease it is most tnusual to sec a bilateral
or even a unilateral enlargeient'.of the lymph glands, whereas in
lumbai Pott's disease anti in. tuberculous .lesid:ns adjacent to 'tibah
lumbar region, such a unilateral enlargemnent is, the writer think-s,
conmon, and a bilateral enlargement is certainly not cuncommon in
lis: experience. This statemnent is srengthened by a 'study. of thc'

lhiphiatic sstei. The luinbar region has a most profuse lynipha-
tic supply. This is associated vith the iliac glands and these, in their
turn1 are associated with the inguinal glands. . On the other hand the

ep ijoint eems to have a very limîited 'nuiber of lyiphatics.
ln corroboration of this clinical fact Iieg to draw your attention to

the f'ollowing:-

SS~~au M SERIES 0F AS 1 iEPORTS i LLUSTRAT.ING THE DIFFICUL.T]ES'
OFTJIi :DLVGN.Osîs TiW1E. TUiDECULOSIS OF TIE Low V ER-

TEl ,o H1F D1sAsE, AXD SLGGEST[NG TILE .PoS1n1TY o
T. CoDITîoN"oF TITE LYMPIIATIC SYSTER - 1NG TAFMCTOR'
1 TT .DIAGNoS]S."

1.-B. L.. age6 years..
This Jittle child was·brought for cxaiina!tion 'o1 21st September of

the year 1906. The mother statecd that the chid had frs beein noticed
t walk with a limp last spring. L>ater pain w felt iii tle right hip
joint. One moith ago' the miotier niotiecd te hip -becoming flexed.

Elaminaton.-The hip is flexed to alimost-a right angle. 'and the child
complains of pain on the slightest movenent of it. There is' general-
ized .muscular spasmî. Measurements to demonstrate both real aud
i'pparent length of the limb. and the eircunference of the thigh and calf
show no difference between ithe two sides. This fact was considered
igiiificant.. but, as there w-as so much musclar spasm on circumdu1 -

tion, the following opinion was written to Doctor T. P. Shaw, who hiad
referred to the case for examination:-

" We are forced to the conclusion thsit there is either a, Pott's dis-
ease -of the lower lumbar vertebra. with the resulting contraction of the
pso:is. or tubercular arthritis of the hip."

On December Gth (3 months fron the first examination) anotier
exami-ation was iade.

The note of this examination rays:-"The child was admitted for
hip discase. The diagnosis was always in question, althougli there was
slight niuscular spasn on tle right side. The measurciXents have always
remained the same." On this date it is nentioned that there was no
scoqliosis but there was slight psoais contraction of the right side, that
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ihere was a quarter of an inch atrophy of the right thigh. and tihat it
was impossible to swear to spasn of the erector spino.

The child was put in a plaster spica. and 4 nionths after the first ex-
i1uînation tle plaster was removed hûeanse the child was suiling it,

and a further examinaiion and measurements were made. T his showed
ihat the left' anterior superior spine was held at a sligltly lowier level
than the right. indicating probably sceoliosis. Icasurements of hoth ex-
trenitiep were the saine. There wras no flexion. and n adduction.
The patient was kept in hed. On Decemîbe- 31s.t Dr. Sh1:aw was written
to and on this date it was stated that the diagnosis' had ravs been in
doniht. that a lunbar Pott's disease. a tuberculoî lesion nf e hip and
an infective artiitis of that joint had all been discussed. and that a the
child waas now- apparently well, it s-eemed most' piroihh hat we hadi
.been dlealing with an infective arthritis.

On January 36. 1907. four ionths from tlis flrst appearance. another
note wns taken. This note is inierestir . These arc the word:

Right paons contraction liglt rigidity if tlie hîinbar spine: land
enlarged in b/lh groins: slight flexion cf the righît thii: no adlnefor
spasmn. The question of diagnosis id to be -.gain considered.

On November 27, 1907. child was again briuglht for exaimination.
n:ot having heen seen since March of that year. The note states:-

The mother says that this ciild was discharged at her request on the
2rd of iMarch last. The diagnosis was always in question. it being con-
sidered lumbar Pott's. but it wasfy this tentative diag-
nosis. The child is brouight back to-day i-ith a prominence of the second
lumhar vertebra. inusenlar spasmn being apparent, the diagnosis of hun-
bar Pott's disease being verified."'

The preceding is the first case which I wish to discuss. Its historîy,
as looked at to-day in the light of our present knowledge, is not -so very
confusing. I think if that little patient were brought to us to-day that
w-e would realize from tlie heginning that she was suering from min-
bar P'tt's disease. and not froin anything else. but. aithough we stroangly
suspected if, when she was brouglt to us. and on subsequent exanunaî-
tions. we never c-oni be certain.. and kept vacillating in our diagnosis be-
tween lumbar Pott's disea. tuberculosis of the hip. and in'ect.ive

There is one point.of special interest to me in this history, and it
is that at the time of making these examinations I k'new nothing of
the significance of an-involement of the lymphatic glands, and did not
iook for such involveient, yet the history distinctly records that these
were involved. One thing was not done which to-day we always do
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when ii doubt; namnel, ·we omitted to use tuberculin. This. as you
will see, was used in the tliree following cases.

The second and third caseswhich I wish to'present shoulf be grouped
i ogether because of their siinilarity.

.'ase I.--E. D., ag 8years.
A synopsis. of lier history, as seei in ite records of the hospita:1.

was taken on 'Decebner 28th. 1909.
This little child was brought for exaiinaion in tle iîoith of June.

Th diagosis was tlen maide of tuberculosis of the riglt hip, but the
statenent wvas made in the report taken on that day thlat the left hip
was -id to have beei affecied at differeut tines. ..The patient was put
pi a right plaster of Paris spica, and kept in bed. Tuie position in which
the' patient as plaed vas probabl, that -f iioni andl abduction -of
he right thighi. aihmgh. the note does nit sa so.

The synopsis ot the 28th December, G iours after ier ad1rission.
states --- " Yeterday myr atientioi was drawn to'the ftlthat the patient
had been complaining of pain in tle i t h dorsal vertebra, consequent-
ly flie pluster of Paris bas been remoînved, and we find tlat the -patient,
whien lying on lier bawk, lies With ih light thigh slightly abducted; the
ibonhîbar 1ine in the position Id. lordosis. and the left thigh decidedly
rdduced.

The rihlt tlgh being fixed. it is fonnd tlat it is possible ig ah-
d the left thigh witho t tiiting the pelvis on thut side. Measu remnlits

showed the right ihigl o be only a quarter of an ineh smîaller tlan'
flie left thigl. 3deasurements faken from the umbilei.s to Ihe inter-
ial <onxdle deimonstrate an apparent lengthening of the right side.
When tle patient hiv ine the prone position tIhe riglt thiglh was fonil
to be Iving iii a line with the riglt side of the trunk, whereas the
left thigi w-as found to be aduted. There vas mauscular spasn in rela-
tion to hoth tlighs, but the Cpasii was greater on the leit side. Both
er eetoreg uerc noticed to be in spasin, but the right erector wa.s shan t>
he in greater spasm thuan the left. There ivas a prominence of the 12th
dorsal vertebra. The 11 th dorsal. and Ist and 2nd lumbar aiso shared
to a sîmaller exteni in this proinhience. Sligit scoliosis was noticed.
Examination of the right thighj anld Map slowed, firstly, that the glandsý
in the groin were enlarged; secondly, that there was not very great ius-
cular spasn in the msiifCes conirolling the hip. Exaniination of the
left thigli showed an enlargement of the glMuds also. and distinctly more
miuscular spasn in the musc*les controlling the left hiip than there was in
the muscles controlling the righît hip. These words are extracted from
the note:-" The diagnosis was made of right iïp disease, but the state-
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nent that the left hip lias Leen occasionally a1ected suggests that the
affection was more 1ikely to be one of the lumbar vertebro than ofl the
hip."

From the examination niade to-day (28th December;), 6 hours after
the former examination, we are led to strongly doubt the existence of a
tuberculous lesion of the righit hijp, although-the fact that there is greater
spasm in the riglit erector than .ii the left is agLinst the lesion being a
tuberculous one of hie spine.- Still one- cannot help feeling that the
indufinitely liscovered and complaîmed of, Icsion of both hips, is second-
ary to a primary lsion, if not in the spine, certai'nly adjaceiit to it, and
that the present condition is probably due to a tuberculous lesion of the
dorso-hmbar vertebroe, perlhaps added to an original or primary lesion
whiche as we hgave before sggested, wtas probably adjacent to that ver-
tebra.

A large close of tuberculin was administered. This was followed by a
definite reaction in the region of the dors>-inibar spine.

May I draw your attention to two or three points in this history!
First, how indefinite were the synptoms. At one time in the right hip,
and then in the left hip. Please -note the irregular spasm of the erec-
tores. and lastly. note that the glands in both groins were defil4yJ
enlarged. The statement that has been inade that the lesion was pos-
sibly not primarily in the vertebra. but rather adjacent to it, is based
on the fact that lesions of the vertebro, as a rule cause generalized
muscular spasmi and not irregular spasn as found in this case. - The
crentual cliagnosis which w-as made. and verified by the use of tubercu-
lin, was dorso-lumPar Pott's disease.

Case III.-L. B., age 5 years. The patient, whôrm I associate with the
last. is a little child of nearly five years of age. She was brough t .the
hespital in the sane ionth as "the last, viz., in mI ne . Her parents
complained that the child walked with a Iinp. Examination showed
muscular spasn about the right hip, but apparently there ivas n10 atrophy.
The left hip was free from spasn. There was no spasm of the psoya.
muscles. A tentative diagnosis was made of begiining arthritis of the
right hip), whieh was placed in a plaster of Paris .spica, :in which she
remained for six months, during which time she was treated with in-
jections of tuberculin.

About the 19th December this spica w-as removed, and the patient was
left in bed without other form of inmobilization. Jn two or three days
the patient was brouglit up for examination, because it hlad been noticed
that there was persistent flexion of ihe left hip. Examination: The

T:atient lies on lier back without -lumbar lordosis. The riglt hip and
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iigh are larger than theleft... There is a distiihet fuilness in both
inguin' .regions. - An eýa1mination of these. fuinesses shows that they
arc ue to al enargenit of the inguinal glands, especially those of
the riglt side. "An èxamination of both bips shows that there is equal-

-nuscular spasm on both F-des. With 'the child lying in the prone posi-
ton. the right gluteus seemis a little faller than the lefty, and the first
lumbar "vertebra seins a little more prominent than any other.

The argument iv'ritten on that day, six inonths after treatment was
begun, states that it seems certain that synptoms have been seen in both,
hips, and' it' seems certain, also that there is no acute disease in citiler
Lip,. consequently our attention is drawn particularly to the lower dorsal
ýnd lumbar vertebrS. Examination shows little, if any, spasm in 'either
psoas mlusce alhogh hyperextension of the left hip is to some extent
restricted. The erectores show equal tone on eac.side.. The .adminis-
tration. ot a dose of tuberculin to accenuate -the symàptoms was :sug-
gestecd.. This patient., accordiig to instruètions, was. giveil /, ig. of
tuberciilin, following which there was 'a general reaction.

Examination: Patient lying on - ier face shows' a dceinite promi-
;ence of the a1rst htmbar vertebro. The 12th. Ilti, 10thl. and 9th dorsal
are aplarent. The 2nd, 3rd and possibL!y the 4th lumbar ai-e aLzo
.ipparent, their promineuice being according to'the order given. Hyper-

extension is iore resisted on the rigLit side thlan on the left. Muscula r
tone is greater in the right gluteus tlan in the left. There is definite
spasmn of the erectores, althoigi, perhaps, theró is more spasm in the
îlght than in the left. -Iyperextension of the spine is to some extent

]inited. proren by placing her alongside a normal chid of about the
sane height. In the normal child a more acute ctrvature of the spine
is apparent on hyperextension than -in the patient under consideration.
In the normal child a distinct furrow was shown in the region of the
dorso-himbar spine, while in the patient under considera'tion no such
furrow is scen. T he patient, lying in the supine position., a slight
tilting of the pelvis iš noticed in this, as in a previous case..

Case IV.-D. C: This little child has a history of trouble in the'right
' ip for, just about one year. On uctober 26th. 1909, sie was brought to
hospital because of this, and lias been 'treated for tuberculosis of 'the rigit
Mip ever Fince. On January 20th, 1910, she was admitted for treat-
nient in a Thonas abduction splint.

On April 12, 1910, the following note vas made:-" One of the first
things' noticed in the examination of this patient is that the lymphiatic
¡Lands in the riqht groin are greally cularged.. Those in the left groin
.re enlarged also."
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As. by this tine, I had becone con.vinced that an enlargement of the
lymphatic glands was of som«e significance in the differentiation between,
hip disease 'and dorso-lumbar Pott's disease, l, quote verbatii front
the case report:-

"As this, (tLe enlargement of the lympliatic glands) is not without,
.igni ficanice a careful examinatioji for purposes .of diflerential diagio
sis will be made. Patient lies with lumbar lordosis. The circumuference
of the right and left thighs is the sanie. There is niuscular spasn on
erideavouriug to move either hip, but this spasm is not very great.
although it is certairly greater in the right hip than in the left hip. .Tie
Iatient does not complain of pain in cither hip. Adduction is slightly
freer on the left than on the right side. Patient being p'laced iii the prone
position it is noticed that the 12th dorsal spine is more prominent uthan
Ihat of any other vertebra; tlat the 9th and 1lth spines are the next'inost
prominent. There is a slight suggestion of scoliosis, and a definite inus-
cular spasm, on the right side. it is impossible to extend the right hp
without movirg the .pelvis, and impossible to dlemonstrate spasm of the
crectores. Child should be given an injection of tuberculin because if
might be well to ascertain the position of the tuberculous lesion.'-.

On April 15, 1910, the note is:-" Ohild ias had ng. tuberculin,
vith a slight general reaction. Locally the signs have not materially dif-

féred w-ith the exception that there is a little greater spasm of the
crectores. especially that of the right side." Thrce days elapsed from
the last note, and on the Sth April another note was taken. This states
that three days after the admisistration of the tuberculin the chiid's tem-
perature rose to 103°, and an exanination was made. The erectores were
fo1nd to be stiff- and boardlike. Psoas contraction was markced on, both
ides. but especially' on the right sice. On the following day the tom-

perature having subsided, a careful exanination of the local conditions
was made with the patient lying in the prone position. A marked promi-
nenlce of the dorso-lumbar vertebrS is apparent. Both erectores are still
in narked spasni and any attempted movement of either extremity
throws them into a position of hypertonicity. There is little if any,
poas contraction of the left side. There is more psoas contraction of'
the right side, it being impossible to hyperextend that hip without niov-
ing the pelvis. With the patient lying in the supine position bi-lateral

g andular enlargement is apparent; there is spasm of the right adductors,
and greater spasm of the left adductors. . The diagnosis is dorso-lumbar
Pott's disease.

The fif'th case whomti I present seeimed to me one in which the liagnosis
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was veryapparent, buL still,.as it had caused others to err, I cite it in. a
very few Unes.

Case V.-A. O., age 25. This Itálian came to the hospital and was
sent by the segregatirig officer to the medical clinic. His complaiiits
were simply pain in one hip. An examination being' made it was found
by the physician in charge'that lie was suffering from a certain amount
of flexion and that there was pain on any attempted movement of this'
inember. Tuberculosis of 'the hip was suspected and he was admitted
for treatient.

On examination the first. thing' noticed was an enlargenient of the.

glands in the iliac and'iiiguinal regions of the afiected side. These vere
not only palpable, but wére apparent to the eye and rescmbled a bunch
of grapes. The hip was flexed,, there being a contracted psoas muscle.
Under our present knowledge an examination of the spine was suggest-
ed, even before that of the hip. Rigidity of the dorso-lumbar spine was
noticed ith extreme spasm of the crectores. A careful examination
was then made of both spine and hip, and tlis revealed that the patient

Vas suffcring from unmistakable dorso-lunibar Pott's disease.
The sixth and last illustrates to the writer's mind how difficult bas

ben the diagnosis between dorso-lumbar. Pott's disease and hip disease
in the past.

' 7Jhe writer, about the tinie of the recent Congress in Waslington, wyas
invited to attend a surgical clinic in one of the largest medical centres,
in "the United States. When nt this clini 'his attention -was drawn to a
child of about ten years of age, vho was being treated in a hip splint.
The chief of clinie, in explaining ,-the case, stated that there had alway's
been a certain doubt as to the diagnosis, but that the symptons had not
been severe enough to warrant thati of tuberculosis of the hip, and, con-
sequently, a diagnosis -of infective arthritis liad been made. The glands
in both groins were eularged, and easily palpable. The history simutlated
that cited as the first of this series of cases. An examination was asked
for and: granted. The erectores were in extrerne spasm, and the patient
was' suffering from dorso-lumbar Pott's disease. to which diagnosis the
surgeon in charge did not take exception.

I have drawn your attention to this series of case reports of patients
suffering froi tuberculosis of the dorso-lumbar region of the spine, in al]
of wbom the diagnosis of hip disease had been made, not to warn vou of
the difficulties of the diagnosis between these two affections., but to 'sug-
gest the possibility of the condition of the lympliatic system being an
imnportant point in coiisidering the diagnosis. I recognize that the cvi-
denve which . produce is very sniall in favour of my view that the lymu-
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phatie glands are enlarged in Pott's disease more fieuently than they
are enla·ged in hip disease, and I do not speak ez cathedra nor ask you to
accept wihat I say without further observations being made on.this point.
I would, in fact, have much preferrei to have, waited until I could have
reported.a hundred cases of these .two diseases and been able to state the
condition of:the lympliatics"in tlhei, but I realize that because my oppor-
tunities to collect such a mrimber of cases are few., it might be four or :five
yuars before I could report on the sub.ject. I have, there re,, taken you
iito my confidence. and ask you, in closing, to observe the condition o'
the lympliatie system in these patients in order to ascertain whethèr we
have not nowanother sympton characteristie of spinal or allied disease,
as opposed to tuberculosis of the hip.

THE USE OF DIFFER ENTIAL PRESSURE IN THE
TREATMENT OF EMPYJE"MA.

'E. 1%1. VON EB.ERTS, M.D., M.R.C.S., (Eng.)
Surgeon to the Out-patient Department of the Montreal General. Hospital.

As the bar to progress in thoracie surgery has been the danger of lung
collapse, clinical advance in this field lias awaited the -invention of a
certain and practieal, means of preventing pneumo-thorax. This diffl-
culty s -now overcome, and tiere are already well recognized procedures:
in wlhich the use of differen.tial pressure is a necessary part of the tech-
niquel Among sueh oie niight mention the removal of tumours of, the
thoracic wall, pleura -and lung; exploration of the pleural cavity fer
foreign bodies; excision of the whole or part of a lobe for bronchiectasis;
and gastro-osoplagostomy for.imalignant disecase of the cardia, or benign
or malignant stricture of the lower extremity of the oesophagus. Tife
widest field, howeven, for the application of differential pressure is found
in the treatment of empyoema, where, by its means and by the applica-
tion of a suitable dressing after thoracotomy, the period of disability may
be very greatly curtailed.. At the time of operation and at subsequent
dressings positive difterential is especially suitable, as .with a portable
apparatus not only hospital cases, but also cases operated upon in private
homes, may enjoy the benefit of this method of treatment.

The accompanying illustrations convey graphically the effects of dif-
ferential pressure in the treatment of empyema (Figs. A and B).' Fol-
lowing thoractomy an enipyoemic cavity remains exposed to atmoslheric
pressure. In extensive cases the whole lung may be collapsed and mîay
lie in close apposition with the mediastinum. Further, the mediastinum

Read before the Canadian Medical Agsociation, at Toronto, June, 1910.
Received for publi.cation June 10tb, 1910.
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Portable appiratus for controlling air pressure, combined with ether segment for
the aitcimatic administration of the anesthétic, (a) Etherlock for replenishing ether
supply without stopping fan. (b) Valve to ether segment. (c) Manoieter. (d) Vater
jacket and theriometer. This apparatus is a modification of that devised by Dr.
Samuel Robinson, of Boston.
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and poericardiui are not infrequently dispIaced toward the sound lung.
Under such conditions, eaci inspiratory act results in the dellect.on of
the iediastinal septum and collapsed lung toward the sound side in
response to the negative tension produced on that side during inspira-
tion. On consideration, it is quite evident that the mediastinum anc
exposed viscera must tend to move, away from the cavity so long as the
tension within the cavity remains greater than the average intrapulmonie
tension. This fact partially explains why, in long-standing cases, the
collapsed lung fails to regain to any extent its functional activity. .[n
these cases the empyoemia cavity is eventually obliterated by the forma-
tion of scar tissue within and, through its contràction, the approximation
of the various anatomical structures fornming the boundaries of the
caivity, that is, the mediastinum, the diaphragmn, and the cliest wall.
-We are all familiar with the resulting deformity. In the fa-et that the
mediastinum tends to oscillate towards 'the sound lung during inspira-.
tion, we have the explanation of the cyanosis and rapid respiration 'so
frequently present after thoracotomy for empyenma. An inspiratory
deflection of the mediastinum toward tie sound lung must necessarily
nullify, in direct proportion to its degree, the end result of inspiration
by lessening the area and amplitude of infundibular inflation.

With the use of differential pressure and' the application of an air-
tight dressing, such as the one which I have devised (Figs. C and D), not
only is the mediastinal deflection reduced and the cavity thereby dimin-
ished in size, but the air within the abscess cavity becomes negative in
tension during inspiration, and, in consequence, the iediastinum and
pericardium tend to be further defeeted toward the cavity and the col-
lapsed lung to expand in the sanie direction. An immediate result of
sucl a method of treatmncnt is the prompt relief of the cyanosis. Sub-
sequently, day by day, tiere is an a ppreciable diminution in the size of
the cavity. Not ouly does this dressing do away with the foul odour in
the sick room. but, as will be seen by the chart, the amount of discharge
m-av be accurately tabulated. The collecting bulb in this way becones
an iinstrument of precision. If the discharge shows a graduai dedrease
and the tenperaturo remains normal, one nay be satisfied that there is
no pocketing or retention of pus. On the other hand, if there is a rise
in the tenperature curve. a definite knowiledge-;'vwhat the amoût of
the discharge should be may give one a clue to ti cause. Apart from
the curtailment of the, period of disability,. the absernee-of odour and of
pain and disconfort of prolonged dressings, the earIh+ restoration of
Ihe collapsed lung to its normal respiratory activity îndrw remove to a
large extent the danger of a subséquent tuberculous infection.
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REFLEX NASAL NEUROSES.

CHARLES M. STEwART, M.D. M.R.C.S. (ENG)

Member Royal Society' of Medicine, London; Àssistant, ar oe anc
Throat Depart-ment, Toronto General Hospital; Late Senior Resident

Surgeon, the Throat Hospital, Golder Square, Londn

Under this heading may be included:-
a. Hay fever.

b. Asthnia. i

c. Paroxysmal sneezing.
lHay fevèr. also known as vasorhinitis, hay asthma, rose cold, pol-

len catarrh and autumnal catarrh is a .comparatively inew disease. It
is a disease of"the Anglo-Saxon race. The first description of it was by
Bostock in 1819. Education and civilization predispose to the afflic-
tion:., The wealthy and the leisured class are. those' nost affected. Brain
workers and town' dwellers aire frequent subjécts. Children and coun-
try folk are nearly exempt. Morell MacKenzie went so far as to sar
that the disease is practically unknown.in the ordinary .hospital patient.
Since Bostock's time there have been many writers on the subject and
pre-eminent among thein are such names as Wyman, Blackley, Dunbar,

reimholtz. and Beard. As the most of these men suffered from the dis-
ease tlemnselves, they naturally had a good opportunity to study its etio-
logy and treatment. In 1873 Blackley proved quite conclusively that the
disease is causcd by the pollen of certain flowering grasses and ;cereals.
Also that the mildness or severity of the malady in any particular sea-
son depends on the aniount of pollen in the atnosphere.
E TIOI.0GT:.

Exciting Causes:
If pollen of certain flowers and grasses cone in contact with the nasal

maucous membrane of susceptible individuals an attack of hay fever fol-
lows immediately. The attack soon passes off when the persbn is re-
moved from the pernicious influence. Ragweed and golden rod are
particularly proue to produce an attack. The exhalations of certain ani-
niais such as dogs, cats, rabbits and horses may precipitate an attack.
Sudden changes in temperature may produce the disease in the suscep-
tible. Sumnmer dust, that is dust that contains pollen is also a cause.
Strong light bas been known to bring on an attack of hay astbma in t;he
hay fever season in susceptible individuals.

Read before the Section on Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat of -the Canadian
Medical Association, Toronto, June 1910.'
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Predisppsing Causes:
Almost every nasal abnormality will produce this disease Amon t

these may be mentioned:
Hypertrophie rhinitis.
Polypi.
Deflected Septum.
Spurs.
Adenoids.
Synechiae.

However, more frequently the nose and naso-pharynx is perfectly nor-
mal as far as appearances goes. In these cases on cereful investigation
il iay be found that there are several areas on, the mucous mienbrane.
These sensitive areas vary in different individuals, but a favourite site is
an area on the septum about the size of a live cent piece, opposite the an-
terior portion of the middle turbinate. This place on the septum is
congested and swollen. On probing it the patient usually sneezes or
coughs. Tears usually flow fron the eyes profusely. Another site ·for
a sensitive a.rea is the anterior end of the inferior turbinate and just
beneath it, on the floor af the nose.

The general health has a great deal to do with the etiology of this
disease. The individuals are of a neurotic disposition. and may have had
scmetime in their life mnanifestations of hysteria or neurasthenia. They
frequently have urticaria. Gouty and rheumati patients are especially
subject to the disease. Many hay-fever patients can tell to a day when
their unusual attack will cone. An artificial rose has been'kniown to
bring on an attack. The newrotic:element in the disease is manifest by
such facts.

Conditions necessary to produce an attack:
1; H ypersensitive areas in the nasal mucous membrane.
2, Irritable coidition of certain nerve centres.
3. Pollen in the atmosphere.

Pollen p.roduces the disease in two ways.
1. Mechanically:

Under a microscope pollen is shown to have many spiny
protuberances. These sharp points irritate the se'nsi-
tive areas in the nasal cavity.

2. Chemically:
Inside the pollen grain is a substance that when mois-
tened by the nasal clischarges resembles an enzyme. This
substance then acts aè a hemical irritant.

The diseuse lasts d1uring the flower:ng sealson of plants which is from
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about the niiddle of June to the end of Septeinber. The disease is
unknown on the ocean.

Syimptoms:

There is no.inistaking the disease. The aflicted person on rising in
the morning *rill have a fit of sneezing. This may last anywhere b-

tween a few minutes and an hour. The sneezing part of the disease may
then be over for the day. Occasionally there may be another attack in
the evening. The paroxysm of sneezing is immediately follow'ed by a
prcfuse watery discharge and nasal obstruction. The eyes become itchy,
the lids are red and oedematous and then lacrymation-begins. Photo-

phobia is frequently present. The head seems to be generally congested.
Headache and malaise are soon followed by profound prostration. The
duration of the disease varies with the individual and.,the particu-
lar kind of pollen to which the person is susceptible. .Patients who suf-
fer for years with hay fever are likely to develop asthma later on in life.

Prognosis:
The disease is not dangerous to life, but it prevents the afflicted one

from enjoying the best three months of the year. Seventy per cent. of
the cases inay be cured, while the other thirty per cent. can be greatly
relieved. It is nuch easier to prevent an attack in a susceptible indi-
vidual than to eut short an attack that has been going on for some time.

Patiology:
1. Truc variety: Where the nose ·and naso-plarynx is apparently

ncrmal. Sensitive spots may be detected, in many different areas nearly
every author on this disease has a particularly sensitive area that he bas
discovered. In testing for sensitive areas try and imitate as closely as
possible. Apply a little absorbent cotton to a p.robe. Then moisten the

cotton with some mild irritant. such as a weak solution of nitrate of

silver. The touching with the-probe does the mechanical part, and repre-
sents the spiny proturberances of the pollen, while the nitrate of silver
does the chemical part and represents the enzyme of the pollen.

The tubercle of the septum is the area that 1 have found most sensi-

tive. Lloyd finds the most sensitive spots high up and far forward, near
where the alar cartilages meet the septum. Sensitive spots have been
noted far back and high up on the septum. Both the anterior and poste-
rior ends of the inferior turbinate are often markedly tender to touch.
If they are much enlarged they should certainly be renioved

2. Pseudo variety: Where sonie pathological condition is found in
the nose or naso-pharynx. Sueh conditions as the following inay cause

the disease:
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Hypertrophic rhinitis.
Polypi.
Adenoids.
Spur or deflected septun M
Sinus disease.
Synechie.
Foreign body.

Not every small spur of the septum causes thé disease. But if the
spur is large and presses on the outer ivall of the nose, it may be causing
just sufficient irritation to bring en the attack. Smiall nasal polypi are
more likely to cause the disease than large ones, because it is easier for
srmall ones to change their position in the nose, and in so doi-ng:irritate
the mucous membrane.

Treatnent:

iRemove the cause and you cure the, disease. Hay fever is never pre-
sent on the ocean. The disease is usually absent in mountainous dis-
tricts. Frequently patients who have hay fever in Aneica find it absent
in England and vice versa. .

Constitutional treatment is very necessary. Good .tonics, such as iron,
strychnia. arsenic and quinine are.useful. Where there is a strong cle-
ment of neurosis present valerianate of zinc is' good. In rheumatic
patients, aspirin. grains ten thîree. times daily shoul be ordered.

For the truc va.riety: 'The proper use of the galvano-cautery is nearly
a specifl. The more n'e.rotic the inclividual tlie more successful will be
ibis treatment. It is not the idea to destroy mucous membrane but just
to touch sensitive spots. The treatnent may be regarded as empirical.
Francis explains it bY saying balancé is restored to the nerve -centres.

How to use the cautery: The nose must first be thoroughly cocain-
ized with 10 per cent cocaine.. Apply this on an absdrbent, cotton pled-
get, press it nearly dry after removing it from the solution bf cocaina.
Ten minutes should be all6wed fox the cocaine to act. Remove the pled-
get of cocaine, and then dry the nose with dry absorbent. cotton. This
prevents smoking during the act of cauterization.

If usingc the cautery on the turbinates the point should be of a che.rry
red colonur: if tocliing sensitive spots on the septum a white heat is best:
he sure and never allowr the cautery to burn contiguous surfaces, for
synecime will su.rely form. Do not cauterize both'sides of the nose at
one sitting. Never cauterize the posterior part of the septnm or the pos-
terior end of the inferior turbinate. Make it a rule never to cauterize
an area that you cannot sec w-hile the cautery is acting. The niiddle
turbinate should iot be cauterized. The mucous membrane and the peri-
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osteum are here very closely blended. Meningitis and death has been
known to follow the simple cauterization of the ]Middle turbinat.

For tubercle of septum: After cocainization draw the cautery "point
across the middle of the tubercle of the septum. The line should be
% inch long., In a week do the other side. This may have to be repeat-,
ed two or three times before the disease is 'under control. If 'sensitive-,
spots are found in other situations, treat thein in the same màanter.
Frequently a great deal of .relief is obtained by drawing'a deep line with
cautery over the anterior 'end of the inferior turbinate. It fixes the
mucous membrane to the periosteum.

Put a small piece of absorbent cotton in the nostril after cauteriza-
tion and àïsk the patient' to remove it in a few hours.. It prevents dust
and pollen entering the nose and coming in contact with the raw surface.
Do not cauterize sufficiently deep to cause epistaxis.

For sensitive areas at the back of the septum and on the .posierior
part of the outer wall of the nose use the following:

First apply cocaine 5 per cent to the area. Thon by miaking a brush
with a sinall piece of absorbent c'tton on a wool carrier apply carefully'
bichloride. (l1-1000) or the biniodide of mercury. (1-20).

-Following the painting, congestion, sneezing,- lacrymnation, come on,
while catarrhal symptoms remain about three days.

If the galvano-cautery is not at hand the best chenical caustie is tri-
el:lor-acetic acid. . First cocainize tic nose and carefully apply it to the
sensitive areas. dhromic acid is a dangerons caustie.

Operative Treatmnent:

If the inferior turbinate is enlarged and ædematous so that the nose
is nearly always obstructed, the anterior and posterior end of the tur-
binate should be xemoved and in properly, selected cases the whole infe-
rior turbinate may be beneficially removed. The ordinary results do
not follow complete turbinectomy in hay fever patients, such as the for-
mation of dry crusts in the nose and naso-pharnyx. IIowever, it is only
ra.rely that such a radical measure is necessary.
. Cocaine or cocaine and adrenalin should not be used for this disease.
Ic only gives very temporary relief at best, and it ruins the tone of vaso-
motor nerves going to the erectile tissue of the nose, so that the-ulti-
n'mate result is very bad.

If there is only a sligit nasal obstruction and the other syinptons of
hay fever not narked, the.following recipe gives great relief and acts as
a tonic to the vaso-notor nerves.

For a nebulizer:

5329
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) JMenthol grs xxx.
Cocaine grs x.
01. amygdale Šss.
Pa.roleine ad i

Sig: Use three times daily for each nostr
The sma11 anounît of cocaine in this case, acts as stimulant to the

nerves.

Dunbar a fewycars ago came forward with a theory that hay fever
was a toxie disease and should be cured by a toxin.' Ie prepared an
antitxie. seruem' and during the last 5 years it bas received a fair
trial. but its results are discon.raging. It las helped some, but witlh the
great mnajority of patients it has been useless.

It comes in two for*ms; a liquiri that iiay be instilled into the eyes,
aOn a powder to sniff;up the nose.

The Mlaori Cigarelle.
These a-re very useful.- and if 'about G daily are snoked a gr-eat deal

of relief is obtained. They contain no milorphia aud were first used in
New Zealand.

Diet:
Should be nutritious ain easily digestibe. Stimulants. lîoi1d be'

avoided. Late dinners are bad.
I-lot and strong coffee is niost useful. Give it on an empty stornacli
and until you obtain its physiological action.

Asn-mA.

Asthna. is produced by a spasn of the involuntary mnuscular fibres of

the smaller bronchi. Associated with this coidition there is a marked

hyper mia of.the respiratory mucous membrane. Most asthnatics show
signs of instability of the. central nervous systemu.

Bosworth many years ago claimned that ail asthma was due tu nasal
obstruction. Since that time, careful research lias shown that about 30
per cent. of asthmatic patients show signs of gross nasal disease. In the
other 70 per cent., although there may be no visibly pathological condi-
tion presents yet on careful examination it can be shown that these
patients have very sensitive areas on their nasal mucous membranes.
Cocaine applied to these areas usually relieves the spasm in short order,
thus showing that asthma is due to a nasal reflex.

Treatment:

1. If any pathological condition is present in the nose or naso-pharynx,
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eure it. aind the astlmua is at an end: iasal polypi are frequently found
1Partial reimoval of the polypi. with ethonoidal disease present, often
makes the asthna worse. llowever. if all polypi and diseased ethmuîoid
are removed. th asthia is often eured. Adennids, nasal spurs deflected
septumiiis. y ire 1 have ail been kuInVI tu produce aisilîthma.

2. Where there is associated with asthmlla a nasal aura. Jii sueli cases
asthma is very amenable to treatment. Th)e attack mnay be preceded by
a fit of sneezing, nasal obstruction or an i1chy condition of the nose.
Treat the conditions as wais recommînended for lay fever, and the results
are usually very satisfactory.

3. Where no nasal pathological condition is present. Francis recom-
niends to treat all these cases by the galvano-cautery te the tubercle of

ihe septum. About 60 per cent. of these cases can be'cured in this nian-
uer, the other 40 per cent. are greatly relieved.

lMinch the sanie as in liay fever. cocainize the nose, and with cautery
at a white heat nike the snallest possible' touclh to the tuberle of the
septum. In a week (do the other side and continue the treatmnent far
several timnes if necessary. The older nethod of free cauterization does
harm rather ihan gond. Frequently patients say that they have felt:
sonething give in their ehest and afterwards they breathe much bette.
The general managemen of thie cases is the saine as ini hay fever.

'onies are good. Iron and Miryebii a 'are' usually indicated. Potas-
sium iodlidc a nd arsenie ofteni do good.

Phie fiimes froi the following powder'has often given refief:

R Potass nitras -ss.
Puîlv. anisi fructus Šss.
Pul11v. Stramlonlii fol. =i.

In the La.nct, 1910. Dr. Brinia Melland lhas a very inter-
esting article on asthmna and its relief by hyperdermie injections of adre-'

It lias been known for the last few vyears that the action of adrenalin
is the sane as stimulation of the sympathetie nervous system.

liowever, the stinulation of the cranial and sacral visceral nerves is
just the opposite. that is, a relaxation of the muscles supplied by these
nîerves. The actiora. then, of adrenalin on the vagus is an inhibitory
action, and as the vagus supplies the bronchial muscles, its stimulation
causes a relaxation of these muscles, and so flie asthmatic spasm passes
away.

Method of adninistering the drug: To get the proper effect it should

534
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be given lypodermîically 5 to 15n inis of the adrenalin chloide solu-
tion (1-1000).

Its à.etion iay be noted by tle dilatation of the pupils; the face eones
pale; the palpebral fissures widen. and the singing noise"i the eliest
ceases.

P>anu~xys.uu SNEr'NG

Sneezing has abrajrs been looked upon as a s n of -ood 1Calth bùt
cessive par >xysm«al sneezing may arise from:

1. Nasal polyp1.
2: Adenoids.
3. Hypertrophie rlinitis.

4.· Pollen, especially in the case of persons of neurotic tempera-
ment.

Suich People frequently have periodic sneezing'fits. T hey. have a very.
sensi tive nasaI nuous membrane.

Trament:

'.TrenI nasal abnormaliti. Te constitutional treatment. an tonies
Dc.tnt blow the noe too frequently. Av-id spices.- mstard, pepper, etc.

Astringent sprays to the nse are often useful. Riedunlant tiurbiaés
shouild be reduced by the cautery. The old fasliioned.snuff often cures.
the disease.

ON EIXlDIETPlY AND ABDOMINAL PALPATION

HERiEIRiT M. 'LITTLE,

Lecturer in Obstetrics, .McGill University Asst. .Accoucheur to the.
Materrlty Asst. Gynaecologist to the General Hospital, Montreal

While the obsttrician wi thout a pelviieter ny be like a physician
without a stefioscope, one too often forgets that tlie tyro w ith a.stetho-

scope may, in the oyer-estination of Soirie obscure inurmur or of some
slight alteration in breath sounds, go farther astray<than the skilled phy-
cician who has but felt the pulse orecarefully observedtie front and back:
of the cest. Tie average mnanipulator of a pelviincter gains less from
its use tlian dhe physiciiiin fromi inspection in pulnonary, and froi pal-
pation in cardiae cases.,

The four lcasureinents of external pelviinetry. Uie distance between

the anter ior superior spines of the ilia, the maximum distance between
the erests of the ilia, th.îe distance between the trochanters, and finally
that between the spine of flie last lumbar vertebra and the anterior sur-

Read before the Canadian Medical Association. Toronto, June 5th, 1910.
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fi:ce of the symphysis pubis, are of little use in estimating the exact size
of the true pelvis. Their value lies rather in what may be inferred from
iheir relation one to another. True. the inte.reristal measurement is,
supposed to be roughly tw-ice that of the transverse of the pelvie. brim,
but. this. and the suc«gestion of rickets from an alteration in the ratio.
of the interspinal and intercristal measurements is all tlat one obtains
froi such a superficial examnination.

Thle real objeet of pelviietry is to find if possible, .what, if any,
effect the pelvis may have on the approaching labour; a matter difficult
in that 80 per cent. of labours will end spontaneously in spite of pelvic
ecntraction.

Tl ihe estimation of the .relation of head to pelvis a pendulous belly
in the last month of the pregnancy of a prirnipara is of far more diagnostic
value than many pelviineters. For accirate information, carlier than
this, why not measure the true pelvis at once? ,A costly armamentarium
is unnecessary. For exaiple, if the thumb be placed against one spine
and the hand tien outstretched, the little finger will just fall short of
the opposite spine, provided the distance between the spines is normal.
Again, the two index fingers plaeed upon the iliac crests backward from
the spines will at once show whether the relation between the interspin-
ous and intercristal measurements is normal. One vaginal examination

made for the diagnosis of pregnancy should suffice for the measuring
of the diagonal conjugate. If the distance from the promontory to
the subpubic ligament is greater than that fron the tip of the second
finger to the metacarpophalangeal joint of the first there is no flattening
of the pelvis. These nethods though not exact are sufficient, for remem-
ber that absolutely exact pelvimetry is rarely a necessity, and that two
speeialists will invariably differ in their measurements even when using
the saine instrument.

A prevalent idea that pelvic contraction is always, or usually, asso-
ciated with the pelvie inlet, is diffcult to combat. The roman who
walks like a inan will be more or less unfitted for maternity, not by'
instinct but by her pelvis. All of us know that the male pelvis differs
from the female pelvis, yet how few apply that knowledge to the inter-
pretation of glaring obstetrie facts. True funael pelves are rare in
Canada. pelves of the male type with narrow subpubic angle and short
hi-ischial diaimeter are unusually frequent. The effect of the narrow
angle upon the extension of the head lias long been noted, but far too
little is taught of the effect of sich labour, particularly upon the peri-
neum. R eneiber that the distance between the cephalie curves of the
blades of an ýordiiary forceps is 8.5 cm. when closed, and then consider
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the relationi of sucih a forceps to the perineuin when the transverse dliam-
eter of the. pelvic outlet is 8.5 cm.- or less. It will then be' evident that
perineal tears'are not always the result of carelessness and that complete
tears are usually the result of anatoinical defornity.

A recent exhaustive article by Professor WýThitridge Williams has dealt
with dystocia due to the fiunnel-shaped pelvis. It is obvious that when
he. distance' between the bi-ischial 'line and the tip of the sacrum, or

oIf the "coccyx if that , be ankylosed0 is shortened' proportionately to the
bi-ischial dianieter, trouble nust ensue. Fortunately such uniform con-
raction -at -the outlét is rare in this country, and, I have yet to see in a

Canadian woman a pelvis contracted to such an extent as to make birth
impossible. Lateral contraction, on the other hanad. is unusually fre-
quent, and accounts for a great proportion of low forceps operations and
for a still greater proportion of pe.rineal tears.

In addition to pelvimetry the other special feature of an antepartum
exarination is the relation of the fœtus 'to the birth canal. In by
far the greater number of labours, the,long axis ôf the body of the
child is parallel to the Ilo.ng axis of the body of the' mother 'and the head
first approaches the brim; further, the head is usually flexed. Leaving
aside for a moment the normal relation.of the child to the birth canal,
the lowermost pole of the head, or the sacrim when the breech comes
first, is described as in ,relation to either the anterior or. posterior
quadrant of 'the pelvis on either right or left side.

Now,. since, the sacrum in one instance, aànd the lowest pole of the
flexed head in anothér, may' be considered as extremities of the verte-
bral column, the relation 6f the back of 'the èhild to the riglit or left
side becomes of the greatest impo;tance; and since the condition
of flexion presupposes the bulk of the head on the opposite side of
the median ine of the body to the back, the' importance of finding the
back .is enlhanced. Moreover, the situation of the bulk of the head is
of double importance since it gives a cue to the wliereabouts of the
most dependent portion of the head, ·the twro being necessarily diamet-
rically opposed one to the other.

Long axis, back, bulk of head,-the determination of these three fea-
tures is the entire secret of diagnosis. a matter of little difficulty, yet
obs-cured by most obstetricians, thank: to an unfortunate translation
of the excellent French of MM. Faraboeuf and Varnier. More time and
worry have been fruitlessly wasted by students over the various defini-
tions of "presentation¡," "presenting part," " position," ,"' attitude,"
etc., than would have made each an expert diagnostician.

Proceed as follows:-(1). Note the- relation of the long axis of the
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ehild (uterus) to that of the mother's abdomen, and find vhich fotal
pole is at thé brim. A siiple laying on of hands vill be sufficient for
the first. w-hile slight practice, aided. by a icollection that nineteen
tines ont of twentv it will be the head, simplifies the second.

(2). Find the child's back. Inspection will often suffice, particularly
if the child's limbs be excited into action by dicking the abdomen with
the fingers or 'a litte cold water. An excellent diagnostic niethod is as
follows:-Steadv the uterus in the median 'lin, i.e.. directly 'over the
vertebral cohimn, and make firm pressure with the ulnar surface of the
etenlded liand in the miedlian line. The uterus will then be displaced

.towards the side to which the back is clirected. Confiriatoi-y évidence
i. obtained by the palpation of fiotal members, when their movements
cannot be perceived.

(3). Locate the- bulk of the: fotal head. This is important only in
head presentations. Grip the -head or 'palpate it with the ontstretched
hand, and note, by reference -to the niddle of the symphysise. n which
side it bulks largest. 'If the bulk is on the opposite side from the back,

again, nineteen thes' out of twenty, the head must be flexed.
(4). Note whether the most promine-nt part of the' head lies far back

iii the pelvic inlet'or well towards th.e symphysis. - If it b foward the
dependent' portion. must be back and conversely.

'lihe diagnosis is expressed in terns of the relation of 'the lowest pole
of the fotus to one or other side of the motlier's pelvis in either its pos-
terior or anterior quadrant.

In flexion the occiput " 0,'' in extension the chin "M," and in breech
the sacrum "S," is either directed to tli right or left and is either
aiterior or p _stei ior: occiput left auterior, O. ·. A. or: L 0. A., etc.

Where the child lies transversely there is no iechanism of labour,
the situation is abnormal and nust be treated accoidingly.

The mâxiiiuum intensity of the fStal heart-m'ay be taken as confirma-
t.r'y evidence of any diagnosis. Remenber that the 'heart is usually best
beard over an area corresponding to the angle of the left scapula which
in breech presentations lies above the level of the mnbilicus. In L. O. A.
and R. O 1. it is best heard over an area.midway between the umbilicus
and the left and right anterior superioi spines- respectively. In R. O. A.
it is heard near tlie median'line. and in L. O. P.-with difficulty in the
left flank. The auscultation of the fotal' heart is' not 'an intellectu--I
feat. '

The appended, diagrams are self explaiatory.
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BEAUMO.NT AND .ALEXIS. ST. MARTIN.

Ricu.Ann, MONAA M .

Clinical Assistant in -Ophthalniology ard Otology Montreal General
Hospital.

A few Indl(lre.(l years agio Thomacs Fuller, ni "Thé Holy -and The
Profane State," said that " Learning häth gaiiied most by those books
by which the printers have lost.:" and though, in touching on William
Beaumont and his " Experimnents and observations on the Gastric Juice
and the Physiology of Digestion," published at 1hittsburg, in 1833, it
is not mîy intention to dwell upon anything of a financial nature; this
thought of Fuller's éxpiresses the idea that a great many of the boôks
which have proved invaluable in the advancemîent of learning in general,
and perhaps of science in particular, are not known and ,ead as tinuch

as thev deserve to be.
Especially in these days of modern ·text-books, are we, as students

npt to regard with horror any volume, though.it be. intimately connected
with our work. that has the stamp of a few score years on it, forgetting
that in many cases ive can in this wa-y read, in simple language, facts
and observations which fo.,rm the groundwork of nearly all our stand-
aid works; it is just as Chaucer tells us in the "Canterbury Tales":

"For out of the old fieldes, as men saitie
Cometh ai this new corne fro yere to yere,
And out of old bookes, in good faithe,
Coneth al this new science that men lere."

What sentiments more enobling than those contained in William Beau-
mont's "Preliminary Observations?" ' I consider myself but a humble
inquirer after truth-a simple experimenter," yet -these prefaced the de-
scriptiou, in a nost accurate manner, of a. scries of unique experiments
which required a great deal of patience and work, embracing, as they
did., observations on the huian stomnach, extencling over a long period,
and which enabled him to give vhat was perlaps the first real demonstra-
tion of gastric juice outside the 'human body, as well as its proper.cde-
scription.

in the winter of 1806-7, William i3eaumont, then in the twenty-second
year of his life, being filled with a desire to seek fame and fortune, set
fr-rth from his home in Lebanon, Conn. Ano-ng his modest belongings
was a horse, as well as a. cutter, anc by means of these, lie jingled over
the ivestern part of Massachusetts and Vermont. In the spring of 1807,

Read before McGiHl Mecien! Society.
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the charms of the little town of ChaUplain, N:Y.,- catching his eye, lie
settled there and soon the people placed him in charge of their sehool.
This position to him, as to so many other great men, was but a step-
ping-stone; and he devoted his leisure lours to the study of medical
works, borrowed from a doctor friend. Finding bis vocation, 'after a:
few years, he went to Albany to complete his medical studies and lie
was so successful that, shortly after the breaking out of the war of 1812,
we find Dr. Willian Beaumont with a commission as surgeon in the
United States arny.

Of the many opportunities- Dr. Beaumont had for acquiring the skill
in surgery, which afterwards helped to make it possible for him to save

hlie life of the individual who was the subject of the extraordinary ex-
periments referred to, any one at all conversant with the War of 1812
will realize, but perhaps an extract froin his diary regarding the scene
in the hospital after the battle of Yorktown imay prove of interest:

"The surgeons wade in blood, cutting off arms and legs and trepan-
ning heads, while the poor sufferers cry, " 0, my God! Doctor, relieve
me fron this misery! I can not live !" 'Twas enougli to 'touch the
veriest heart of steel and move the most relentless savage. • Imagine tie
shocking scenle, where fellow-beings lie smashed and mangled-legs and
arms broken and sundered-heads and bodies.bruised and inutilated to

disfigurement!. My deepest sympathies were roused-I eut ând slashed
for thirty-six hours without food or sleep.

It was soie vears later that Beaumont' was destined, on a certain
norning in June. of 1822, to be stationed at Fort Mackinac, Machille-
nmackinac. Mich., to be called on to attend Alexis St.· Martin a robust
French Canadian, eighteen years old, eniployed by thé American Fur
Co'mpany as a voyageur, when on the morning in question, le was acci-
dentally wounited by the discharge of a imusket not more tian a yard
away from hin.

A nieniorial presented to the Senate and Hlouse of Re)resentatives
by Beaumont describes the wound:

" The wound was received just under the left breast, and was sup-

posed at the time to have been miortal. A large portion of the side
was blown off, the ribs. fractured. and openings made into flie cavities
of the chest and abdomen, tbrough which protruded portions of the
lJings and stomacl, much lacerated and burnt, exhibiting an altogether
appalling and hopeless case. The diaphragm was lacerated, and a per-
foration made directly into the cavity of the stomach, through which
food escapedi. His life was at first wholly despaired of, but lie very
urexpectedl1y survived the immediate effects of the wound. and neces-
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sarily continued a long time under the constant p.rofessional care and
treatment of Dr. Beaumont."

St. Martin's life was saved,, and thougl the stonach-wound coutrieited,
the orifice terminated by a natural bou.ndary, imd left the pcrfration,
reFenbling, as Beaumuont states, "in all but' a- sphineter, the natural
anus,.with a slight prolapsus.'- Frequent dressings and bandages were
of course necessary to retain' his fbôod and driik until nature camne to
his aid, and a smiall fold or 'dôubling of the:coats of the stomnach ap-
peared, forning at the superior margin.of thc orificeslightly protrud-
ing and incrceasing till it acted so as to completely prevent tie efilux of
gastric contents .when .tbe stomach i.w'as fulli, but was casuly depressd
with the finger.

At the end of two yeari, St. Martin, aftei- having -acticaJly bceri
cared for du ring the whole .of this period by Dr.,e inont, ho even
took hiim 'into lis own private fanily in order that he minit hac pirop.r
care and ,.nourishment, had perfectly recovered r is nturl ai halth and
strength, when' Beamont conmmenced his frt series of gastriê e riie-
ments on him.

It is not within the scope of thisp-aper t giv mythin like a resumn
of tiese experiients; a few general ideas jI rcgard to some are onlV
possible.

The perforation tlrough1 the' wall of St. Martin's- stonach was. about
tbree inches to the left of the cardia. near the' lft 'superior termination
of the great curvature, and of course made the extraction of
juice possible. Beaunont dir tlis by placing St. Martiui of] his right
side. dópresing. the valve within tlie aperture, and introducing :'gu
elastie. tube, the size of a Jarge <iuil], five or six inces into the stomnach,
and then' turning hin on lis left side till the 'orifice becane dependent.
The fluid. soon began to flow, first by drops, then in an interrupted,
and then in a short continuous strean, increased by n.oving the 'tube
about. The extraction of gastrie juice was generally. attended by that
peculiar sensation at the pit of the stomach termed "sinking," which
iade it necessary to stop the operation.
The value of Beaumont's obearvations nay be inferred front th, fol-

k-wing description which lie gave of gastric juice, and which bas entered
into all text books: . .

" Pure gastric juice, when taken directly out of the stomach of a
healthy adult, unnixed with any' other fluid, save a portion' of the'
mucus of the stonach with which .it is nost comnonly and perhaps
always accompanied, is a clear transparent luid; iniodorous; a little salit-
ish, and very perceptibly acid, its taste, when applied to' the tongue.
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i siil ar to this mucilaginous water slightly acidliated with muriatic
acid. It is readily diffusible in water, wine or spirits; slightly effer-
vcsecs with alkalies: and is àn effectual solvent of the nateria alimen-
taria. It possesses the .property of coagulating albumin in an ermi-
nent degree; is powerfully antiseptic, checking the putrefaction of meat:
and effectually restorative of healthy action, when applied to old, foetid
sc.res and foul, ulcerating surfaces."
"Beaumont's experiments on St. Martin were made between 1825-33,
wvith various interruptions owing to St. Martin having married and
returned to Canada for a time, and lie was able to correct many of the
erroneous ideas regarding digestion, and, in reality, anticipated some
of the most recent studios in the physiology of digestion, as contained
in Professor Pawlow's (of St. Petersburg) recent work, such a the
siatement announced by Beaumont that "( the gastric juice nover appears
tu be accumulated in the cavity of the stomach while fasting," and again
"when aliment is received the .juie is given in exact proportion to its
requirements for solution."

That the sense of hunger resides in the stoimach, Beaumont proved by
having St Martin fast fron breakfast time till 4 p.n. in the afternoon,
by which time lie iad naturally become -very hungry. He then put in
et the aperture three and a half draclus of lean, boiled beef, when the
sense of hunger immediately subsided. On introducing two ounces of
rare, roasted beef, suspended by a string, into the stomach, regular ex-
ainiation showed a uniform, but very slow process of digestion, con-
fined entirely to the surface of the neat, which illustrates the necessity
of a perfect comminution of the articles of diet.

The inportance of endeavouring to keep one's self in a placid state
of mind, especially during the perioc of digestion, Dr. Beaumont clearly
slowed; when, about four hours after St. Martin had breakfasted on fat
pork, bread and potatoes, and had just liad a fit of violent anger, a
portion of the stonach contents was taken out, in a coniplete chymous
state, without any entire particles of food to be seen. It was of a milky,
o: rather thin, gruel-like consistence, and considerably tinged with. yellow
bile, the presence of which was believed to be the effect of anger, as. in
a healtly state of the stonach, and an equable frane of mnind, this sub-
stance had seldon been found in the stomach.

On one occasion when St. Martin liad breakfasted on venison steak,
cranberry jelly and bread, washed down by a pint of coffee, Beaumiont
found that in one hour and thirty-five minutes the breakfast was all

digestec, the stomach empty and clean, and everything hai passed through
tlie pylorus. the rapidity of digestion depending principally on nodera-
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tion. in' qnamtity and the digestible properties of foods used, but Dr.
Beaumont felt sure venison was the most digestible of any diet of the
fibrinous kind.

From bis experiments he confirned the 'general opinion of medical
mon that vegetables are less easily disposed of by the gastric organs than
animal or farinaceous substances.

In the course of his experiments, Dr. Beaumont observed that morbid
changes in the condition and appearance of the interior of the stomach
culd not, in most cases, have been anticipated from any external symp-
tcins, and their existence was only ascertained by actual ocular demon-
stration, and it may be inferred from this to what extent the stomach,
perhaps the. most important organ of the animal system, may becone
diseased without manifesting any external symptoms of such disease, or
any, evident signs of functional aberration. Beaumont found that these
diseased appearances frequently presented themselves. They generally,
but not always, sueceeded to some appreciable cause. Imprope;r indulg-
er*ce iin eating and drinking, was the most common precursor of these
diseased conditions of the coats. of the stomach. The free use of ardent
spirits, wiie- beer, or any intoxicating liquor, when continued for some
dsys, invdri.bIy produced these morbid changes. Eating voraciously,
or to excess; swallowing food coarsely masticated, or too fast; the intro-
duction of solid pieces of meat, suspended by cords into the stomach;
or of muslin hbags of aliment, secured in the same way, almost invariably
produced similar effects, if repeated a number of times in close succes-
s:on.

-Experiment after experiment .might be mentioned to give some.idea
of the enormous amount o work done by Dr. Beaumont in connexion
with digestion. I have only mentioned' a few which struck me as par-
ticularly interesting, and other important points which Dr. Osler briefly
enumerates as being clearly brmught out by Beaumont were:

.1. The confirmation of the dbservation of Prout that the important
acid of the gastrie juice was the muriatic 'or' hydxochloric.

2. The recognition rf the fact that the essential..elements of thie gas-
triejuice and the mucus were separate 'secretions.

3. A more accurate study of digestion outside the body.
4. The elucidation of manyyminor points of. great importance, 'e.g.,

thé rapid disappearance of water from the stomach through the pylorus.'
5. The first comprehensive and thorougI study.of the motions of the

stomach, and lastly, the digestibility 'of different a;rticles of diet in the
stomach, which remains to-day one of the most important. contributions
ever made to practical dietetics.
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It is somewhat surprising that going through life with a wound such
as he had, Aleds St. Martin should i' the quiet little French Canadian
village of St. Thomas de Joliette, surrounded by his wife and family.
reach the ripe age of 83.

As for Dr. Beaumont, after having enjoyed a large practice in St.
Louis, Mo., lie died in 1853, at the age of 68, from the result of an
accident almost thirty years before St. Martin, and to my'nmind no
'more glorious epitaph could have been selected for this distinguished
physiologist than his own words :-"' A humble enquirer after truth-
a simple experimenter."

INTENSE THROMBOSIS OF THE CENTRAL RETINAL
VEINS WITH RECOVERY OF NORMAL VISION.

BY

GEo. H. MATIIEWSON, M.D., Montreal.

On March 6th, 1908, I'was asked to see H. C. P., a man 38 years of
age, who complained that lie was almost blind in the right eye. The
history of the trouble was as follows:-On February 20th, while looking
out of the window, he suddenly became blind in the right eye. He pre-
viously never had anything wrong with either eye. He had. no pain in
the eyeball, and lias none now, nor any other symptoms beyond the
blindness.

Trevious History:-iRight leg was amputated at junction of middle
and upper third of the thigh at the age of eight, on account of what was
probably osteo-nyelitis. Tie stump is healthy. Circulatory system is
normal, except that the radial artery is somewhat thickened. Temporal
arteries normal. leart normal. Urine normal. There is great swell-
ing of the optic disc (5 dioptres), but still one could see a deep physio-
logical cup. There is extreme congestion and tortuosity of veins. The
tortuosity is in both the plane of the retina, and at right angles to it.
Where the arteries can be seen they are somewhat narrowed. There are
a great number of homorrhages, nearly all flame-shaped, arranged in a
stellate manner about the nerve as a centre. There s are many other
hSmorrhages occurring in an irregular manner about the peripheral part
of the retina. Two patches of exudate were to' be seen., Nothing
special'is to be seen in mascular region, no pallor, nor' red spot. R.V.=
Fingers at 12 feet.- L.V. 6/6. March 15th.-Blood showed red cells,
4,830.000. White cells, 6,200. Hmoglobin, 100. Calmette's tuber-
culin test in the left eye gave negative results.

On April 5th, 1908, I found the number of hemorrhages reduced, but
that there was :still great ædema of the retina.

Vision not improved. The patient was lost sight of shortly after this
time.
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On February 19th, 1909, Isaw him again and found R. V. 6/6,
L. V. 6/6. Right fundus shows no abnormality beyond one or ti-o slate
coloured spots, probably on the site of former'hohniriages.

J wish to thank Dr Finley for -giving nme "n opportunity to study
this case.

A CASE OF TACHYCARDIÀ.

BY

3. A. BAIRD, M.D., Henimingford, Que.

The' following are notes of a case that, alarming as it seemed at first,
appears to be one of hysterical tachycardia. The patient was a multipara
of 26 years, small, well-forned, well-nourished, whose organs at previous
examinations have been found to be normal. Her complaints were that
*her heart " pounded fiercely and terribly fast." Eight days after her
ccnfineient 1 was called to see ber in haste; as she lived far away, I
arrived four hours later and found lier pillowed up in bed, lier eyes
" starting," palpitation of the heart being plainly visible through the cov-
ings She was sweating profusely, but her respirations were not very
rapid, and she had no cyanosis; her temperature ivas 99*0.. J could not
count the pulse, but it was at least 200, small and regular. Inspection of
the thorax sliowed a visible impulse from the third rib downvards
to four inches below the nipple, and from one inch to the righît of the
sternum to the posterior 'axillary line; percussion showed dilatation
to the left to one inch beyond the nipple. On auscultation, the sounds
were reylaced by a tunultuous hnmming noise, heard alike over base and
apex and in the axilla.

The patient's family history indicates that ber inother belongs to an
ir.tensely neurotie family, and is herself of unstable nervous temperament.
The history of the present illness indicates that eight days before
orset the patient was delivered of a still-bo.rn child; subsequent to labour
for two days the pulse rate was quickened, though not greatly.
Twelve hours, after the onset, the pulse iwas 120 and the heart sounds
wee audible. Digitalis, and morphia (gr. J) twice proved of no effect.
Potas'siumbronmide (grs. xx) seeined responsible for the good result. On
the same afternoon, she iwas in a comparatively normal state, but at
precisely the same time on that afternoon, the tachycardial attack recoin-
nenced. .Without going to see the patient, a single dose of bromide
(grs. xx) proi'd suflicient; during the subsequent week two slight
attacks supervened.

The cause inducing the first attack was a severe fright; and it appears
that at the age of 15, the patient suffered- from a someirhat kimilar
attack.
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NOTES ON HUMAN TRYPANOSOMIASIS

JOHN L. TODD, M.D.

Associate Professor of Parasitology, McGi Unlversity Montreal.

L-Observations :on the Course o the Disease.

This note -is concerned with the history of five cases of trypanosomia
sis in Europeans. Two of;these"cases.have been reported already;'.'thrèe
of them are now mentioned for, the first tine. They are:published näy
in order that they may ssist in determining 'e constancy wi h , eh
the symptoms associated with.human trypanosomiasis occur, and in order
that the usual nature of the course anrd of the length of tiisease mag
be ascertained.

The symptonis reported-by Dutton2 in the first recorded case of human
trypanosomiasis have recurred, with wonderful, constaney in, ail the sub-
sequent cases. . Weakness, loss of energy, easily induced fatigue 'breath-,
lessness, wasting, irregular, periodic fever, rapid pulse, erythemata and
other vasomotor phenomena, and enlargement of;the lymphatic' glands,
have almost always been present. In addition,- other signs , such as
affections' oi the .eyes, hyperosthesia, tremors and other nervous 'symp-.
toms have occasionally been observed. A change in character, somuetimes'
almost aniou.nting to aberration, has. been" observed ,in several cases
Pathological sleep is an unusual symptomn i' Eurôpeans, as it is ir nAfri-
cans; but it lias been seen in several instances.

African natives -almost always have malaria and they are, infected
by filaria, intestinal worms and other parasites;' 'Europeans are usually
free from sucli' infections. For this .re n, differential blood. counts
made in cases of trypanosomiasis in Atricans 'are not accurate only
blood counts made in Europe on Europeans can be relied, upon. From
such counts, it has been asce.rtained that an increase of the mononuclear
cells is a constant feature of Human trypanosomiasis.

Three of the. cases reported were treated by, thoroirgh dosing with
liquor arsenicalis. The trypanosomes disappeared 'fromn their blooc, and
the patientsý were well' two, two -and 'three years respectively, after the
commencement of their 'disease. Anothe case, who was treated by
atoxyl, had parasites~in his'blood,almost continually from June,"1907,
until February '1910. At the present-time, treatmnent' has 'been.stopped,
his temperature has been normal and the parasites have been absent from
his blooI for foir months. 'Another' case,' who bécame infected in 1907,
was energetically treated at -once by atoxyl and mercury; the parasites
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immediately disappeared permanently -from his blood and ·his tempera-
ture became normal. le is in good health at present.

The result of the treatnent of these five cases. when considered in:
conjunction with the Iistory of other cases of trypanosoiniasis in Euro-
peans, which have been apparently cured, make it alniost certain that
;recovery May occur if the patient be energetically treated, early, in this
infection, by some apýropriatétrypanocide and.if, at:the same time, every
care be taken to support general health.

This conclusion is a. most satisifactory one, since tle invariably fatal
results of the first .cases of trypanosomasis, in bòthlEuropeans and Aeri-.
cans, made it appear as though treatnent were hopeless 'and the diseas
invariably fatal.
I.--kuto-agglutination of the Red Cells in Hiwia ,pañosmiass..
KXànthaék, Durhani & Blandford3 recognized that .the red blood ceÍls

of, expefimental. ànimals, which were heavily infected witl trypanosomes,
frequently coalesced in irregul masses instead of forming rouleaux:
The ame phenomena occurs in cases of human trypanosomiasis';4 but
it Ws also recognized that such auto-aglutination of' the red ceils
might occur :in cases from which trypanosoàes ,we.re absent, and that
trypanosoms might exist in a patient without.the presence of .this symp-
tom. In order to determine the importance whièh night be'iattached to
the presence of this symptom, the blo'd of 1,406 persons inhabiting tiie
Congo Free State was examined. It was found. that while auto-agglu-
tinuation was present in 395 of these persons, trypanosomes were only
found in 183 of them;- the parasites were alsb found in 124 persons froni
whose blood auto-agglutination was absent. From th'Ìe figures, it is
very evident that trypanosomes may occur without accoipanying auto-
agglutinati6n, and- that 'while many cases in:whom auto-agghitination
is present mnay be suspected of trypanosoniiasis, still, auto-agglutination
nay occur without that diseasb. Twenty-sixcases of hinn trypanoso-

miasis were constantly' observed for periods varyin gfmoin three weeks to
four months in older to determine if anto-agglutination were èonstantly
present.. From the records of tfiese cases; it maybe doncluded that auto-
agglutination is almost constantly present'in cas es of trypanosomiasis
of either sex, of anyage,'and in al stages of the diseäse. The presence
of auto-agglutination, or the degree in which it is pre nt, do not appear
to depend directly upon the presence or the number of trypanosomes in
the peripheral blood of the.patient. Nevertheless, it'was noted that on five.
or six occasions auto-agglutination was absent from patients, in whom
it had been constantly present, immediatély after the absence of try-
panosomes from the blood during a period of several days.
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It is not possible to delermine from our records ivhether auto-aggluti-
nation is constantly associated with any qualitative or quantitative
changes in the blood, and no suggestion is offered conceining the nature
of the changes which 'lead to.its manifestation. Auto-agglutination 'was
noted in cases of .relapsing fever, of " cachexia," of syphilis, and of beri-
beri. From these observations,.it is concluded that auto-agglutination
of the red cells frequently occurs in trypanosomiasis, but that it may.'
occur in other diseases and that trypanosoniasis miay exist without its
appearance.

1 Dutton, Todd & Christy. Two cases of trypanosomiasis in Europeans.
Memoir XIII of the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine.

2 Dutton, 1902. Thompson Yates Laboratories Reports, May 18.
3 Kantback, Durham & Blandford, Proceedings' Royal Society,' 1898, No-

.vember. 19th., Vol. LXIV,'No.. 404.,
4 Dutton & Todd. Gland puncture in trypanosomiasis. Memoir XVI of th.e

Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine.

NEURASTHENIC CONDITIONS REFERABLE TO THE NOSE
AND THRIIIOAT.

W.. H. JAMEsoN, M.D..

Assistant Oto-Laryngologist Royal Victoria Hospital and Demonstrator
in Oto-Laryngology, McGill University.

In this paper it will be my endeavour to discuss briefly the neuras-,
thenic conditions referable to the nose and thuroat, and at the same time
to consider the possibility that many cases of neurasthenia. may owe their
origin to, or be aggravated by, associated disease or abnormality of these
regions. Though catarrhal and other symptoms of the nose, and throat
are commonly complained of by those suffering from neurasthenia, it
is a matter of surpriEe how little attention is given these manifestations
in the literature of this affection. . In many. insiances no reference to
them is made, or, if so, their association is looked upon as of trivial mi-.
portance or a mere coincidence. On the -other hand, one ,would hesitate
in agreeing entirely with North, who according to Packai-d, considers
neurasthenia as of reflex origin from nasal disease, and says that he has
never met with a case of neurasthenia 'in which there was .not present
sone catarrhal trouble.

While we are all familiar with. the patients who consult us. complain-
ing of headache, a tight feeling across the bridge of the nose, subjective
sensation of bad odour, di-opping in the throat,. a lump in. the throat,
etc., and upon examination can: flnd nothing.to account.for these coin-

Read at the.43rd Annual Meeting of, the Canaian Medical Associa-
tion at Toronto.
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plaints, may there not be sufficient disturbance to cause symptoms Mi
one case which would be -innoticed in another, or are they simply func-
tional in character? Because a patient is known to be neurotiä, one is
perhaps apt to, regard his complaints too lightly, a'nd overlook some
apparently trivial condition wbich may be a truc source of discomnfort
te a -naturally nervous organism.

As, the trm is frequently misapplied .it is well to be clear in our
minds as ,to'*lïat constitutes' neurasthenia; and not confound' it with
allied disoiders sueh as hysteria., neuroses, hypochondria, or even insan-
ity.., Neurásthenia, as the name implies, is a enndition of deficiency or
exhaustion of. nerve force or idebility of the nervous centres (Gould).
It may be primary or secondary. That -thé primary form, though rare;
does occur is the general, but not unanimous., opinion. The secondary,
or·acquired form, which is much the more comnion, is the one with which
we"are mainly concerned. In this there is usually a discoverable cause.
thougli symptoms of neurasthenia may for a time mask a more serious
organic"lesion, such as cardiacý or malignant disease, syphilis, etc. The
prognosis of the -secondary form is of necessity mnuch more favourable
than in the primary, as in 'the former the cause may in many instances
be removed be it of a physical, mental, or moral nature.

It thüs behooves us as laryngologists, rhinologists, Otologists, "or
ophthalmologists, -to search diligently for such cause, arnd if we are
honestly convinced' that by suitable treatment we can' improve -the
patient's condition''we should proceed with ·that objeet in view and
not regard the treatment of every case of neuràsthenia as futile.

Granted, then, 'that our diagnosis of neurasthenia is correct, we must
next ask ourselves; are' the nasal. pharyngeal, or laryngeal symptoms
the result of the neuradhenia and consequently functional, or, are they

really due to orga'nic to-uble and aggravated or even causing the neurs
asthenia?

Even though the symptoms seein to be clearly functional, great care
must be exercised and ail evidence of organie disease be excluded before
arriving at a conclusion, and thus avoid such mistakes as for instance,
regarding headache, or su Lbjective bac odour as funetional while 'the
patient is really suffering from sinus disease. a mistake which on more

than one occasion has been admitted; or looking upon some perversidn

of-sensation in the throat 'as functional when it is really symptomatic of

some grave central lesion.

As to the importance of disease of the nose and throat as factors

in the etiology of neurasthenia, opinion is divided, some considering
the slightest departure froi the normal as being sufficient to cause
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neurasthenia, and consequently demanding operative or other treatment,
while on the other hand, there are those wlho consider even a marked
nasal obstruction as trivial -.and not associated fn any way,vith the neuras-
thenia, regarding operative or other interference 'as. unnecessary.-

In this connexion it may not be out of place to consider what bearing
adenoid growths and nasal obstruction may have, if:uninterfered .with
on the predisposition to, if not the actual cause of neurasthenia, coining
on in adolescence or early naturity. When one considers the constitu-
tional disturbances, even grave, in, some cases, met with -in children, suf,
fering from nasal obstruction and consequent mouth breathing, one can
easily conceive of the nervous system suffering along with.the rest of the
organism, tliough not of necessity being alone involved.

In 1887, Guye, of Amsterdam, first described the condition t which
he-gave the name of ap.rosexia, or difficulty in fixing·the attention, associ-'
ated with nasal. obstruction,. the.cause of which lie at .first attributed
to obstruction of. the lymphatic circulation between the brain and the
nose, an opinion he later modified, as this aprosexia was found to occur
in cases suffering from atrophie rhinitis where there was no obstruction
apparent.

It has, also been attributed to deficient aeration of the blood and the
theor that it is nerely a forn iof neurasthenia has numerous advocates.
Be cause what it nmay., the condition bas become generally recognized
and we are all, I think, familiar.with the rapid improvement. both
mental and physical, wliich so. frequently follows, the removal of nasal,
obstruction in children. and adalts, the, symptomhs often disappearing,
in an astonishing manner. It would not seem to require agreat effort.
of the imagination to picture to one's self a' child suffering from. ade-
noids,-dull, unable to fix the attentioi, oftenmi-i.ritable,·and:requetl
weak physically, if unrelievec cevelcpin g into-if not already-a
neurasthenic of a more or less pronounced typer especially if constitu-
tionally predisposed.

But is such the case -It un.doubtedly is in many of sucli instances,
but the effect of mouth breathing in children isso va.ried, some beiig
-luch less disturbed than. others. that' statistics .do not show the- per-
centage of neurasthenies,that niight reasonably be expected from what
would appear to be a, powerful etiological factor. Instead of becoming
neurasthenic, many. children suffering ,from untreated adenoids develop
into adults of a dull mentality, weak physically. or victims of some
constitutional· disease.

In his investigations as to the effect of adenoids in children, Chapiro
found the relative' number of ied blood corpuscles diminished in those
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with adenoids as compared -with normal children,:lhile the proportion
of homoglobin was below normal. The number of leucocytes was mark-r
edly increased. The. relative number of zieutrophiles was also increased,
though the number of eosinophiles- did not exceed the normal. After a
prolonged obliteration of. the, 'nose in younng dogs lie found on autopsy
emphysema, at the same.time there was a marked increase of erythro-
cytes and leucocytes. :After complete, plugging of the nose in full grown
dogs there was a decreased frequency of the respiratory movements,
though their amplitude was increased; the pressure in the trachea being
also increased, as was the arterial pressure throughout, as well as that
of the peripheral veins.. As opposed to this the pressure in the right
ventricle and main veins was diminished. Plugging of one side of the
nose had no effect on the respiration or circulation. .He conside.rs ail-
the symptoms describedt owe their explanation to insufficient. access of
air to -the Iungs.

L. Einis2 published his observations on 450 cases .treated by him in
which adenoids were present. In' ine,of these there were reflex symp-
toms, in his opinion due to the presence. of the adenoids, and invariably
in those predisposed by nervous asthenia; either, 'f the nature of hysteria
or neurasthenia. ITe does not .state how, nan. of his 450 cases were
neurasthenic or hysterical.

Royeta considers that there-is an important category of cases. of
neurasthenia which are dependent oi 'ertain lesionsof tlËienasô-pharynx,
and that the majority of the, important sympto s neurasthenia are
rationally explained by the effect of tliese lesidns and:is. of the: opinion
that if a lesion of the naso-ph'arynx can produce reactions so iniportant
and varied as those of neurasthenia, it must have an inflience on man
organs of the economy.

Ie attributes tc, and lays.great stress on the anatomical considera-
tions of, the naso-pharynx in the causation of neurasthenia in those suf-
feringfrom naso-pharyngeal disease Among these, the fossa of Rosen-
miiller he regards af sof great importance n only as concerls the
Eustachian tube and ear, afectinsbut-from the fact that there is an
important vasculo-nervous groulf behind!and in, the imediate neigh-
bourhood of the bottom of-the fossa,,consistingof the carotidand inter-
nal- jugular,:suzlperio.r .ganglion:. of .the sympathetic'ý the' pneumo-gastric,
spinal .accessory, glosso-pharyngeal and:.hypo-glossal nerves. Behind,
and adjacent to these organs, is the latro -pharyngeal ganglion, and
further distant an oh this. account less vulnerable,: are the parotid and
facial nerve.

The depth of the fossa, he remarks as being very variable, due to the
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shape of the skull, arrests of development, etc. Such defects, he think'
may. not .only cause a permanent stagnation of sec.retion but predispose
to acute inflammatory attacks followingexposure to.humid cold,ifatigue,
etc. ·This, in'his opinion, explains the frequency of production or the
accentuation of neurasthenic symptoins following acute diseases of the.
upper-respiratory tract,- in la grippe in particular.

Zarniko' mentions among other symptoms of nasal obstruction intel-
lectual defects, disturlances of sleep and nutrition, neurasthenia; mental
and bodily fatigue, slovenliness and loss of energy, all "of which as a
rule promptly disappear after nasal respiration is' re-established.

If in enumerating the neurasthenic conditions referable to the nose
and throat I bave in one or 'two instances included' hysterical manifes-
tations and reflex 'neuroses, it is because they 'are so closely allied -to
those of neurasthenia andfu. otuncommonly treated of as such. These
symptoms may be divided into three groups': A. Those referable to the
nose and, naso-pharynx, or head.; Those referable to the pharynx;
C. Those referable to the' lar-nx

A. Those referable t6 the ùose and naso-pharynx or lhead 1. Héad-
aches: usually situated- in the', occipita1 or'. frontal region or both,. not'
uncommon in a truly function l condition but: ore so where the e i
assoèiated rhino-pharyngitis:or nasal o>straction.

2. Pain: or feeling of .tightnéss across the bridge of the nose, com-
monly complained of "'

3. Rhinorrhœa, and post-nasal secretions: Hay fever, àsthna, nervous
cough, etc.

4. Mental dulness -or asthenia, loss of memor
5. Epistaxis and -marked congestion of turbinates, often seen in neu-

rasthenic 'women at menstrual periods.
6. Neuroses of olfaction: (a) Pa.rosmia, or hallucinatiqns of smell,

as a rule unpleasant; though usually due, to pathological changes in the
olfactory centre of the brain may occur in hysteria or neurasthenia.
(b) ryper-osmia, or over-sensitiveness to olfactory stimuli.

B. Neurasthenic conditions referable to the pharynx:
(A). Lump in the throat: This- may be purely fûnctional ("globus:

hystericus "), or due to anesthetic -area; "the result of: a central nervous
lesion as progressive bulbar paralysis, or following diphtheria. ,This 'area
owing to its anesthetic character' feeling to' the rest of the' throat as a
foreign body. Feeling as if a fish bone were lodged in the throat, or' as'
if there was a scratch or -other form of 'irritation, with symptoms of dys-
phagia. With an enlarged lingual tonsil, the feeling as if a: foreign-
body were present is usually complained of, taking the, fórm' ofa prick-
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ing sensation:as if a splinter had liodged in the auces. ',Orthe patient
may complain of the feeling as 'i f! lînip, '-hair, or other foreign' body
had:Iodged in the throat.'; ... ' ' *' ,''.

B) Dryness or soreness of the throat: commonly complained. of
and hay'in some cases be,' due. to mouth, breathing.

C. Neurasthenic conditions. referable to the .larynx:
(A. Aphonia (B) Nervous' cough; (C). Laryngeal apoplexy-

rare, neurasthénia' arather -constant factor; (D). Bilateral 'abdactor
paralysis: Anùg other causes neurasthenia has been mentioned.

The treatment.of those' cases in which the cause is apparent is usually
satisfactory and' naturally consists in removing this if possible, aid if
necessary instituting treatment with the object of improving the patient's
general condition and: placing him under good hygienie and cheerful
influences. Unfbrtunately in those in which theie is no discoverable
cause the outlook is much; less hôpeful, operative treatment with the
prospect held out to the patient of relief of his symptoms being" only
mentioned to be condemned. But even in these much good may often
be accomplished by reassuring and telling hii that there is nothing
seriously the matter and taking steps that the neurasthenia from. whicli
he is suifering shall have proper treatment in the hands of those .best.
qualified to deal with the condition.

REFERENCES:

1 Chapiro.-Archiv. Internationales de Laryngologie, d'Otologie et de Rhino-
logie, Tome xxvil, 1909

2 L Einis:' Vratchebnaia Gazeta, 1908, No. 10.
3 Royet: Archiv. - Internationales de Laryngologie, d'Otologie etde Rhlno-

logle, Tomp xxvii, 1909.
4 Zarniko: Die Krankheiten der. nase und des Nasenrachens. Zwelte Auflage.

BAANA FLOUR AND PLANTAIN MEAL AS A FOÔD 'FOR
CHILDREN S UFFERING FROIM 'DIARlRHBA.

A. E. VPoND, M.D.,

Senior Physiclan, Out-Door Department, Children's Memrial Hospital Mont
real, and to the Children's Department; Montreal Dispensaiy

While tiavélling through the West'Iindies during the Winter of 1908
I thought I would 'try and fnd' soihe kind of an astringent. food for
infants suffe.ing from diarrhea.

Hlaving decided to make some bananaflour and plaiitain mea, and to
give theni a trial, I must say that I have not been disappointed in the
results obtained. WTe all knoiw how difficult it is to feed infants and
clildren who suffer frorn diarrha. When a mother consults us about
lier infant who suffers from this trouble, our- first question is: "Upon
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what do you feed the child,?'. If "itis a breast-fed infant, we need .not
bave much ânxiety, we stop it nursing for a few hours, give. it some
barley water, rice water, a dose of oil, calomel, etc., diet the niother, and,
as a rie, the child is quite well in a short time.

Should the infant be fed- upon milk or a 'l:atent food, etc., we tell the
mother to stop it imn:&iately; this is all very well, but what- do we give
in exchange, for the .child's staff of life? We give barley water, rice
water, albumen water, etc., in ôther: words, we give practically plain
water which will not make up for the loss. The intake is cut off or de-
creased to a minimum, while the output is enormously increased.. As a
resut., the blood pressure is lowered to such an extent, that the heart
muscle gives up work. At the same time the blood is concentrated and
toxins do their deadly -work. Now this can be prevented if we give the
little sufferer sufficient nou;rishing food to inake up for the loss. In banana
flour and plantain meal, I do claim that we have a nourishing aud Yalu-
able food and one that is easily digested.. I do fnot think that it is an
ideal infant food, as the starch percentage is.high and the fat percentage:
is low. However, it will tide over a critical period and that is what,we
desire.

The following analysis by Dr.' J. S. Donald, offcil analyst te the D-o
minion Governnent, will show its food values:- . -

Tannin ........ ...... 1.29 %
Carbohydrates..... ......... 73..76 %
Dextrose. . . 7.14 %
Proteids.... .......... .3.06 %
Fats .............. ........ .52%

- [ Phosphoric Acid... 10..50 %
A .. Potash.......... 37.34'% , 9

Fibre............................. 55 %
Moisture..................... ... 10.02 %

The dextrose and starch vary according to the method used in prepar-
ing the flour. It has remarkable astringent. qualities, as bas also the
plantain meal, a nice white flour, more palatable, but more difficultitu
obtain and more expensive.

The paper of which this Is an abstract, was received for publication July 20,
1910, and will appear. In the September number..
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THE ANNUAL EPIDEMC OF TYPHO.ID F1VE R.

W.%ithýout thé, gift of prophecy, one may at tha time of writing (early in
TJu]y) fdretell a recuirrence of the epidemics that last year catised sueh
a loss of life. One of the large general hospitals lias now opened up
its typhoid vrard to accomnmodate the dozen cases that are a1recùy admit-
ted to iLs beds. . This is an early start, and considering tcat September,
October and November are 'the months when we expect the disease to be
prevalent, we are not unduly pessimistie vien we say tlat there is great
likelihood that asmart epidemic will follow so brisk a beginning. What
are we going to do about it? Thé answer doubtless is, " Roopen the Emer-
gency,I-Iospital!" This measure ·will likely be necessary, as on account
of building operations, the Montreal General Hospital will probably be
unable to care for more than a very few cases. But the re-opening of
the Emergency Hospital can be at the best but a palliative measure to
make more bearable a terrible state of affairs. One of the great London
medical joumnals, dealing with MontreaPs typhoid fever of last winter
estimated the number of cases at three thousand, and it must be admitted
that the grounds upon which this calculation was based were fair ones.
Looked at from any standpoint. what a reputation for a modern city to
have, and worse than that, what a reputation to havg deserved! What

,:have wé done to prevent the deaths from typhoid fever in the coming
September and October of scores of people who are now in appar-
ent health? We have put some chemical intp the water to purify it.
The present writer does not know or remember to have heard of any
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efficient method of doing this sùccessfully on a large scale, and believes
that such a procedure tends to allay public anxiety ivithout accomplish-
ing the end for which it was instituted. We have talked a good deal
about a filtration plant: without knowing for certain that this would
reduce the morbidity. it is unquestionably or.e thing which ought to be
done; it is the closing of one port of entry, and it is the duty nearest
t.) our hand. If this be vigorously uindertaken, it ivill yet require mucb
time. In the meantime, the public should be warned that they are sit-
ting in danger, and we make no apology for endeavouring to frighten

people, if by frightening is meant attempting to show them how pre-
carous is their situation. Wre are perfectly aware that the case is not
absolutely clear against the St. Lawrence -water, .and proof of its guilt
in the matter is p.robably not possible, but every analyst admits how well-
founded are our suspicions of it, and when al] is said and done, if not
the source of our present trouble, it can become a danger at any time.
Let city water'be boiled; let rilk inspectors do their utmost to find out
the existence of cases of typhoid fever near the sources of milk supply;
let plans for flltering thie city water supply be prosecuted at once; let
the daily papers be active in the matter of warning. as they have been
before, and let everyoné. w'ho is in 'danger (and we all are) bethink
himself of it.

TIIE HUR RY CALL.

It seems thaï in Toronto the question, lias arisen as to whether the
inelical man shoiuld be allowed to speed his automobile on' the streets,
or whether he should be bound down by the same regulations that affect
his fellowman wh6.has no greater excuse for a. "hurry-run." -than thàt
lie is late for the irain that is to carry him to the bedside of an expiring
relative. The Deputy Chief' of Police makes a statement in the morn-
ing papers to the effect that no nedical man should let' himself be en-
ticed into trouble through thinking that the police have orders to look
with a blank stare, when he' goes by at a speed that exceeds' the Jimit.
Further, lie very sensibly says that it is not the place of the police but.
of the magistrate to discrimiiate between individuals who *either., are
or act as if they were above the law. ' Hurry calls do exist, -but they do
not occur as often as the public fhink they do. and no one but a¯iedical
man fully appreciates how few lives actually. depend .upon those two
minutes that are saved by reason of the speed of the motor or other.
convevance.

This brings us to the one practical .form.that this question takes- in
Montreal. For years a patient public blas had to put up witl ambu-
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lances going at break-neck pace, with gongs that ring furiously, whose
very sound is an excitant to 'nervous .prdstration, and with some danger
to life and limb. What is the reapon :for this public inconvenience ?,
The public imagine it is to save life, and so thinking, benevolently sub-
mit to chances of being knocked down, run over or otherwise damaged;
but :ineteen times out of every twenty there is no question of life at
-stake, and too often, the hurry, the rush, the furious gong, al] mean
nothing worse than a crushed thumb. The writer knows very well that,
exceptionally, the- hurry is of use, and knows, too, of one case in which
a' life was probably lost only because the ambulance was stopped at the
swing-bridge on WelIington Street; but lie knows equally well that too
often the furious driving of ambulances is an index of rivaliry between
house-doctors, not to say stablemen, eah on account of his particular
establishment, be it hospital or hostelry.

The truth is that the catch-as-catch-can metlod that prevails in Mont-
real, by which the ambulance first on the ground has the best claim on
the case, is sadly out of date; without being prepared to say what is
the best method that could be devised, we can at east point out how
uneconomic a method 'is that by which six men, three vehicles and six
horses can be called upon to expend time and energy, and perhaps en-
danger the lives of others because of, let us say, a sprained ankle. The
first move that could be made might be a subdivision of the city into
districts, so that all accidents in a certain district might go to a certain
hospital, the districts being apportioned with. reference to the. hospital
that is nearest. This would affect only emergency cases, for ordinary
cases of illness would still be amenable to the procedure now in vogue.
At any ordinary cost, the " speeding" ambulance should be checked;
it is useless to urge that the ambulance "speeds " in the cause of mercy
and humanity; it is but a few years since an old gentleman was killed
by a speeding ambulance, and 'it. takes a great deal of mercy and hu-
manity to make up for a human life.

KOCH.
In medicine as in art 'there are maùy whom we niay tern little

masters, very few great masters; many men whose names must be remem-
bered in the history of our subject in connexion with some individual
notable advance, very few who in themselves either represent, or through
their work have inaugurated,. an epoch. One of these few great masters
was the great Prussian bacteriologist, Robert Koch. Howeve.r much we
may have found to criticize in his attitude towards his fellow workers,
and in his ethical attitude in regard to 'his work, there can be no hesita-
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tion in ascribing him a foremost place among the benefactors of his
kind. Inevitably we make the comparison-as all have done this last
score of years-with the other great master in bacteriology, bis racial
rival. The position he took towards Pasteur demanded'the comparison.
No one who has come into contact with the two men cau, we would think,
have any doubt as to which was the nobler personality. This, however,
does not' detract from the greatness of Koch's accomplishment for medi-
cine and humanity. To him, preeminently, we owe the development of
those methods'whiòh have made bacteriology a science that can be pur-
sued, if he so wills, by any practitioner, by the keen brewer, or expert
dairy-man. If Pasteur inaugurated pathogenic bacteriology and immun-
ology, Koch it was who elevated these into practical sciences. The two
together wrought a complete change in medicine and medical thought.
And above all must his name remain associated with the discovery of
the tubercle bacillus and the realization of the true nature of tubercu-
losis in all its manifold forms. It is a quibble to urge that others be-
fore him had seen the tubercle bacillus. So had others, before Lister,
noted the, antiseptic action of carbolie acid and corrosive sublimate. . It
was Lister's patient years of study that evolved antiseptic surgery and
introduced a new era in surgery; it was Koch's masterpiece of research,
unexampled in thé annals d1f medical science, that revealed the bacillus,
the methods of detection 'of the same, the mode of growth, the reproduc-
tion of the disease in the various domestic animals by inoculation of pure
cultures. So complete was the -démonstration that the civilized world
could but wonder and' accept, and -comprehending slowly the full sig-
nificance of the work, apply its lessons to the prevention of the dis-
ease. For Koch has made it possible that before the end of this century
tuberculosis, the greatest scourge of the temperate zone, shall be as rare
as leprosy now is. Compared with this bis further discovery of the spiril-
lum is as a star of the fourth magnitude, although that bas already
resulted in the protection against chole:ra and its consequent banishment
from every civilized country.

These surely are accomplishments sufficient, for any one mortal; nor
is it for us to weigh against them his imperfect successi the further
task lie set himself to accomplish, .namely the cure df 'tuberculosis by
bacterio-therapy.. It 'was the writer's good fortune to be attending a
lecture by Roux at the Institut Pasteur, one. afternoon in .the 'wi-nter of
1890-91, when the door opened and, with paretic gait, Pasteur advanced
slowly into the roon holding a little phial in bis hand. The whole class
of medical mien and bacteriologists from! muany lands rose as he entered.
"Gentlemen," said he, "you all know the news from, Berlin recently
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announced. I thought it would interest you to see the first specimen of
tuberculine which has come to France, which, M. Koch, with a courtesy
that I deeply appreciate has sent to me. I need not tell you that M.
Koch and I have not seen alike in all things; that makes me all the
more sensible of his courtesy. Most fervently do I hope that this remedy
of M. Koch will be of untold benefit to humanity." It was a graceful
and memorable little scene. It is not Koch's fault that the hopes ex-
pressed by Pasteur, and felt throughout the world, have not wholly ma-
terialized. Rather, it is a tribute to his powers that althougli the fore-
most workers in many lands, following his lead, have for now close upon
twenty years endeavoured to solve the problem, his tuberculin in one or
other modification remains the basis of all the most promising methods
of tuberculous bacterio-therapy.

We Anglo-Saxons, despite, or perhaps in consequence of Thomas Carlyle,
would see our great men heroes, and prefer them to be heroes of the
Sunday-school type at that. But this is muddle-headed. The old Tal-
inudic point of view is both juster and more humane: that he who has
performed a notable service to his fellownien, whatever his frailties, is
assured of heaven, because Jehovah is wise and cannot afford to lose
him in Sheol. Perchance Koch was not a hero, assuredly he is an im-
mortal.

THE ST. GEORGE TUBERCULOSIS CLASS.

The first annual report of the St. George Tuberculosis Class is in
circulation this week, and we make its appearance our excuse foâr giving
the workers concerned our hearty congratulatioins upon the work with
whieh it deals. Dr. C. P. Howard is the ûi,rector of the class, and his
enthusiastic care is responsible for munch z-f the good that has been done.
Miss Rothwell, the visitor of the Ciass% has also performed excellent
service. The class system, now well launched in Montreal, needs no
comimendation in these coluins; it is, perhaps, the best adaptation to
thetreatment of tube;rculosis among the workiug, but not the inligent,
classes that lias yet been devised. and there is no movement which marks
progress more than this. The St. George Class reports twélve cases in
some detail, in which 'the results must go far in encouraging other suf-
ferers to undertake the same system; best of all, it permits people of
the class mentioned to have a chance of understanding what can be done.

THE MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.

The officers elected for the ensuing year are as follows: President,
Dr. C. F. Martin; Vice-President, Dr. J. M. Elder; Treasurer, Dr. R.

as
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P. Campbell; Secretary, Dr. ianford Mc1iea, with Dr.. J.. Alé
Hutchison as Meinber of Council.

It is with pleasure that we refer to the work of the·Society for tlie
past year. Dr. W. Grant Stewart, the retiring president, was so 'eificient
an office-holdeg, that we may here make mention of, his services. No
officer of the Society has ever made more personal effort for its success;
everyone who lias had to deal with the Society, can bear testiinony to
the constant and untiring efforts he made to enszre the success of every
meeting, by personal êonmunication with members, by taking care that
a good paper should have worthy discussion, and by repeated attention
to habitual absentees. Tlhis could oiiy be donc by the sac.rifice of nuch
time froni a large and insistent practice, and it is pleasant to be able
to record that his unsclfish work was rewarded by a splendid year in
every way. Dr. Stewa:rt would be the last to claù his personal1 share:
in the credit of this, and we do not detract from the work of his asso-
ciated officers. To them all it must be a matter of sincere pleasure that
the Society responded to their work, and we take this opportunity of put-
ting into words what every attendant upon the Society's meetings knows.

eetzm 'Und 0-Mtices -of ecohs.o

MEDCAL EnUcATIoN I. THE UNITED STATESAND CAADA. THE CAR-
NEGIE FOUXDAT30K FOR THE ADVANCEMENT oF' TEuciNG. Bulle-

tinBy Amoi.H 1.LEXNER.. 846 pages.

The portion of this Bulletin whichl deals with medical education. in
Canaca is extremely, interesting. Without comment we transcribô the'

parts which lend themselees readily to sunmiary treatment:
CANADA.

ALPHAnMETICALLY ARIRANED B3Y IPRoV1NCE~S.

Population. 6.945.228. N Kumber of physicis 636 R030
Nunber of medical schools. 8.-

WiNNiPEG: Popu/a/ion, 150,00.
(1) MANrro~A MJEmOAL CoLLEGE. Olgiwled 1883. The neC i de

partnent of the Ulnive.rsity of Manitoba, he connexion bcin i pro-
cess of becoming organie.

EntranMce requirennt: The -University Matriculation xamination oi fs

actual eqtivalent. The medical course covers five years.
l tendance: 115.

Teaching staff: 41.. of whom 22 are professors, 19 of other grade.
Resources available -for inzlenance: Fes, anounting to .$14,000.
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Laboratory facilities: Instruction in chemist.ry. bacteriology, histology,
and pathology is competently given by the 'University of Manitoba.
Other branches are carried..on by the medical faculty. The equipment
is adequate to routine instruction, new, and steadily increasing. There
is a beautifully kept collection of several hùndred wet specimens. Ap-
pearances indicate a conscientions and intelligent employment of such
resources as the scliool has had.

Clinical facilities: Thé excellent Winnipeg Generall Hospital of 400 beds
adjoins the school. The school faculty is practically the staff of the
re .wards. The elation between sciool .and liospital is admirable.

Students -.ok: freely in wards, clinical laboratory, operating roons,
obstetîical wârd, etc
Thiee is a goolispensary.

fIate of LîIt: May1J00.

NoVA SCOTI.

IALTFAX (NovA SCOTIA): Population, 45,000 (estimated).
(2) HA nx MEDICAL COLLEGE. Organized in 1861. An independent

school with a peculiar relationship to Dalhousie University, whiéh
proyicles satisfactory instruction in chemistry, physics, and biology,
during part of the first two years of the five-year course. In respect
te all else the iedical school is an independent institution, though its
students arc practically all examined for their degree by Dalihousie
University. The university thus furnishes part of the first two Vears'
teaching and is the fir.al examining body: with the interveninog years
it has notbing to do.

JEntrance requirement: On a par with that of Dalihousie University.
Aitndance: 63, 90 per cent. from Nova Scotia.
T'eacling staff: 33, of whom 16 are professors. There are no fultimne

instructors. (This does not include the instructors in the scientific
branches furnished by Dalhousie 'University.)

Reso.urces available for maint.nance: An annual approptiation of $1,200
from the provincial governiment and fees amounting to about $5,000.
Three-fourths cf the fces are distributed anong the professoxs; one-
foiirth provides, with the govermnient grant, for all other expense. A
bequest yielding $200 per a'nnfiumfl supports the college library.

Laboratory facilities: This disposition of f unds is reflected in. tle.condi-
tion of the mneclical college: it possesses an ordinary, ill sinelling, dis-
sectingyoom and a single utterly wretched laboratory for pathology,
wateriology, and histology. A microscope is.provided for ëach student.
Though this saine "laboratory'e serves for the provincial board , of
health, no animals are used. Tiiere is no museum worthy the name,
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and no laboratory work in physiology or pharmnacology. The labora-
tory sciences have been starved that small dividends miight be paid to
generally prosperous practitioners.

Clinical facilities: Clinical instruction is provided at the Victoria Gen-
eral Hospitai-a governent instifutioi of sone 200 beds, open to
the medical school. About 70 per eeni of the cases are surgical. The
staff appointients are made by the gove;rnment for its own reasons;
the medical college is forced to confer professorships on these. apa
pointees. Ward classes are conducted; individual cases are assigned,
and the student's notes becone part of the hospitar records. Instrue-
tion in clinical microscopy is very limited.

Obstetrical opportunities barely sufflice. Autopsies are performed
in the presence of students, what report on them. The college has no
dispensary, but students are required to attend tlie efty dispensary.-
an institution wif{iin which lhe medical school bas no authoritv. The
attendance is fair.

It has .been stated above that. except during part of the first two years
Dalhousie University has no teaching responsibility for or connexion
witi 1-ralifax Medical College. On the other hand, students of Halifax
Medical College are examined by the medical faculty of Dalhousie Uni-
versity and obtain the Dalhousie degree in niedicine, won by students
whose opportunities have been provided by HlIalifax. Medical College?
The connexion is, from the stancipoint of Dalhousie University, ligh]y
objectionable.
b<it of visit: october, l9oU.

1INGSTON: Population., 20,000.

(3) MEDICAL DEPARTMENT oF UEE 8 b.NIVE'USITY Oroanized .80

The relation of thé ncical deþarnent to the university is anoinl
ous, marking a period of transition' tht is ikely< s9on t6 esi1t in
complete integration.

En trance requirement: I-eretofore soiewhia below that of the ts de-
pa,rtment of the university, though stldents imust, coinply, ith il.. e
requirenents of the province i-nii hich they expeét t' practise. T e
medical course covers five years.

Attndance: 208, 71 per cent. from Ontario.
Teaclhing staff: 38, 16 being professors.
Resources available for maintenance:.Incone in fees. $19,978. A fixed

percentage of fees is annually expended on buildings, equipment,- and
maintenance. The remainder belongs to and is disbursed by the
iedical faculty.
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Laboratory facilities: The laboratory building is"new aud the equip-
nient is adequate to intelligent routine work. At" present, physics,
cheniistry, and physiology are taught in the university, in .return for
which the university receives a part. of the fees of the students in-
structed. Full-tiime professors in anatomy and pathology are provided
by the nedical school. ~A museun is in process of formation. There
is a small collection of .books and periodicals in the faculty room,
open to students.

Clinical facilities: The clinical facilities are limited. The school relies
mainly on the adjoining Kingston General Hospital, in which its
faculty practically constitutes the staff. The average nuinber of
beds. vailable is 80, but, theyr are well used. In addition to ward
work, students are requirecT to work up individual cases in correct
form, inclúiling the clinical -laboratory aspects. There is a ward
or infectious, diseases. Obstetrical cases are too few. Iost-mo:rtems

are secured mainly at the Rockwood Insane Asylum. Two supple-
inentary hospitals provide additional illustrative clinical inaterial. The
opportunities for out-patient work are slight.

Date of ;i.it: Octolcr,' 109.

LONDON: Population, 41,500.
(4) WEsTERN UN1VERSITY AMEDiAL DEPARTMENiIT. Established 1881

Practically an independent school.
Entace requirement: Nominal. The student, for his own protection,

is expected to fulfil the requirements of the place in which he intends
tô practise. The medical course covers four years.

Attendance: 10-A.
Teacling staff: 2D, of whon 8 are professors, 12 of other grade.
Resources available for maintenaznce: Fees, amounting to' $11,590 (esti-

mated).
*Laboiatoryl facilities: .These consist of a single room called the labora-

tory of pathology, bacteriology, and ]ustology, whose equipment con-
sists of microscopes and some unlabelled specimens,-no microtome,
cut sections, incubator, or sterilizer being visible,-a wretched chemi-
cal laboratory, and an ordinary dissecting-room. There is no outfit
foi, physiology, pharmàcology, or clinical microscopy, and nq museum
deserving the name. There are a few hundred books, locked in cases
.to wrhich the janitor carries the key.

Clinical facilities These are entirely inadequate. They are confined
alnost wholly to a small number of beds *n the municipal hospital.

The school has' no dispensary.
Date of visit: October, 1909.
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TORONTO.

(5) UNIVERSITT oF TORONTO FACULTY oF MEDICTNE. Estabhlshed
1887. An organie departnient of the university.

En tramcre requirenient: The Junior Me tricukltion Exaninafin, trietly
enforcei. The course covers ftve years.

Altendance: 592.
Teaching staff: 68, of whoni 27 are professors, 41 of other grade. Ten

professors with fifteen assistants give. their entire timie to teachirg
and research.

Resources for maintenace: The deparinent is supported out of the
general funds of the university. its cost being considerably in excess
of fees received. The latter amount to $6,500.

Laboratory farifliles: The laboratories are in point of construction and,
equipment among the best on tli continent. Increasing attention
has beeun devoted to the cultivation of rsearch. Tiere are both gen-
eral and departiental libraries an excellent museumi, and all neces-
sarv teaching accessories.

Cliniral facilitiex: The sehool has recently perfected a very intimate'
relationship with tIe new Toronto General Hospital, by which its
faculty obtains complete control of tlie clinical advantaiges' of sone'
500 bedis. Students have the access to all wards, clinical laboratory, dis-

pensary, etc. Other large local hospitals-general and specal-are
also available.. ..

Date of -ciil.: Alarei, 1909.

M ONTREAL.
(6) MCOGrIL UFVusI MEreT FacUL Established 1824. n

organie departnient of the universitv.
Entrance requiirementi: The Universitv School Lea ving Examination

strictly enforced. The medical cour.se covers five vears.
A tiendance: 328.
Teachi ing staff: 99. of whom 19 are professors. 80 of other grade. Ten

instructoys devote their entire time to teaching.
Resources available for -maintenance: The departnent lias separate en-

dowments aggregating $350,000 and is assisted out of the general
university funds. Its fees ainount to $43,750; its budget $78,000.

Laboratory facilities: The laboratories having been recently injured by
fire, the school is now waiting the completion of its new buildings,
for whieh ample funds have been secured~. Meanwhile its temporary
quarters, well equipped for both teaching and research in all depart-
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ments, show what energy and intelligence can accomplish in the face
of disaster. The anatonical and pathological museums a-e among'
he most famous on fhe continent. The school possesses an excellent

library and all necessary teaching accessories.
Clinical facilifies: These are excellent. The school enjoys a Most f av-

onrable relation to two large hospitals.. of aboit 500 beds, besides
Eeveral other institutions. Studlents wrork freelv in 'all the wards and
clinical aîboratory.

The dispensary service is large and admirable.
Date 'of d.:int: 31arcit, 1909.

( )L 'VAI UNIvEIsITY MEDcaL DEPARTMI . Organized 1878. T 1

tniversitv'connexion is not intimate
Etntrnce requirement: lndefinite. depending on the prospective loca-

tion of the student.' The medical course covers five years.
A ltendance: 217. .
Teaching staff : 8.
Resources arailable for naintenance: Fees _ot of h elc are dIstri

bnted among the teachers.

Lâboratory facilities: Chemistiy is given by. the univcsity. Anatony
is limitcd to dissecting. Asiiigle" laboratory with meagre equipment
is assigned 'to pathology, bacteriology, and histology. There is a
library and a, small collection -of specimens, iiot, all labellcd.

Clinical, 'facilities:' The schoml lias access to t wo hospitals, containing
together 250 beds. 'The' dispensary 'lias "a fair attendance.

Date of visit: Mare/z, Juv.

QUEBEC: Popilation, 70,000.

(8) LVAL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL DEPART.MENT. Organized 1848. An
organie part of Laval University.

Entrance requirement: Indefinite, depending on the student's prospec

tive location. As niost graduates locate' in the province-Frencli
being the language of instruction-they must comply with the .pro-
vincial requirement. hie medical course covers five years.

Attendance: 92.
Teacling staff: 22.
Resources amailable for maintenance: Fees and an appropriation.by the'

university.
Laboratory facilities: Instruction in chemistry and physics is provided

by the university; in the medical building. recént, though not exten-
sive, laboratory provision is made for anatomy, histology, bacterio-
logy, and pathology. There is no experiniental physiology or phar-
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macology. A library for students and a inuseun have been started
lately. The buildings are adiirably kept.

Clinical facilities: Clinical instruction in imedicine, surgery, aud pedia-
tries is given at the Charity Hrospif-l (Hotel Dieu), to the free wards.
of which the faculty serves as staff. The amount of material is limited
in quantity'; the staff rotates monthly. The hospital contains a elini-
cal laboratory, in which instruction is given in connexion with ward
work. The fifth year, now required, and a proposed reorganization
of staff and teaching arrangements promise to improve the instruction.
Obstetrical opportunity is abundant.

The dispensary lias a sufficient attendance.
Dale ol visif: Octobcr. JVUU.

Gencral Consideralions.

In the matter of medical schools, Canada reproduces the United
States on a greatly reduced scale. Western 'University (London)' is as
bad as a.nything to be fouuil on this side the line; Laval and H1alifax
Medical College are feeble; Winnipeg and Kingston represent a dis-
tinct effort toward' higher ideals. McGill and Toronto are excellent.
The eigit sehools of the Dominion thus belong to three different types,
the best adding a fifth yea- to 'their advantages of superior equipment
and instruction.

At this noiment the needs of the Dominion could be miet by the four
better Englislh schools and the Laval departuient at Quebec. ' Toronto
has, practically reached the limuits of efflciency in point of size; McGill.
and -anitoba aie capable of considerable expansion.. The future of
Kingston is at least doulitrul. If could certainlv maintain a two-vear
school; for the Kingston General 1-lospital would afford pathological
and clinical niaterial amply sufficient up to that point. But the clinical
years require much more than the town now supplies. Its location-
lia]f way between Montreal and Toronto, on an inconvenient branc-line
-greatly aggravates the diiculties due to the smallness of the commu-
.nity. Th 'e rapid levelopment of the North-west Territory will 'un-
loubtedly hasten the growth of the Winnipeg sehool; other inatitutions

will in time be established nearer the Pacifie coast as the country grows
in popuIation.

The legal standard in the Dominion lhas not thus far been higli; but
it lias practically been elevated a year by the general 'movement to pro-
long the course to tive years. Meanwiiile, tRe high quality of instruction
offered by McGill and Toronto to students who enter on less than a four-
year high school education proves that our trouble in the United States
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hlåa been at bottom ot ess ne f low ideals than of low standards.
Indeed, where ideals are lo. there are n standards-, and where ideals
are high, standard, even though low'.is at any rate so definite that it
furnishes a .ure starting-point towards'a clearly apprehended goal. The
]ow standard ehool in the United·States lias hiad no sucli starting-point
and no such goal.

LDvon L U CE. 'By . G. A. MoYN Leeds. illustrated.
W. B. Saunders C& C - iladelphia and London.

In this'mownograph of 400 pages, Moynihan has given a very complete
a<count of a subject which is of great interest tr both the surgeon the
general practitioner. After·a short. introductory'. historical chapter., the
author refers to cluodenal ulcer as a complication of extensive burns of
the skin-Curling's ulcer. He points out that flie credit of drawing atten-
tion to this ratheî-rare'condition properl belongs to James Long, of
Liverpool. who reported in'e cases in 1810 . before cither Curling or
Dupuytren reportel their cases.

Utmic ulcer of .the duodenin (Freitz ulcer) is next dealt with.
T ese uleers, wheih soietiies complicate fatal cases of Biigl4's disr
ease, are not so common in, the stomach or duodenum: as they are lower
down the intestinal tube; nevertheless, the author is able to cite notes
cf 27 suchi cases. They are usually of a htniorriagic éharacter. and
possibly analagous to the, sul)-cu taneous hmorrhages. occurring in these
cases with marked dyscrasia.

Tuberculous ulcer comies iext, and thie diflculty of exactiy placing the
etiological factor in these cases is f rankly admittei. They, too, are
mu.ch more rare liere than they are further down flie bowel. The
author lias operated upon two undoubted cases, and examples of 34
other cases are recorded inost of them found post mortem.

Duodenal ulcer, associated witl melna neonatorum is next discussed,
and the relationship between these two conditions is narked out and
illustrative cases are cited.

A word here may be said about the excerpts from the case~ reports
whicli are scattered through the volume to emphasize the points iade by
the author. They are niodels of what such things should be: neither so
full as to be tiresome nor so meagre as to be useless.

The very important question of the chronie duodenal ulcer, and the dif-
ferential diagnosis between it and otier abdominal conditions of an in-
flammatory character, is next fully dealt witl. and tlie clearness with
wihich tlie subject is presented is worthy the world-w'ide reputation of the
author.
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" Hlæniorihage," he reminds us, "is not a symptoni, but a late com-
plication. Its onset is not to be awaited to confirin 'a doubtful diagnosis,
but ils appearance shoulci be prevented by a timely recognition of tlhe
significaice of the ea ptos * * * riomorhage from duo-
denal uleer is of far more serious import than bleeding. from agastri'
vleer. In the latter. death very rarely occurs; in the former it i nore
frequent than is generally supposed.

As regards treatnent. the author insists that lis is purely surgical
once a diagnosis is made. Tu the great miiajority of casesi gastro-enteros
tniy gives the best results. but telic uleer' should either be incised.if
small. or infolded. if large. This latter procedure is. insisted upon,
inasuch as it prevents recurrence, and at the sane time produces
:luodenal stenosis, which is an essential factor' in preserving the patency
of lie gastro-enterostomty. The very excellent plates, wlich illustrate
tlis part of the text. enable one to foliow 'perfectly the different steps
fi the operative procedures recnmmcndld." '

One notices that the autlGr here rather discourages the use of the
"stitch on the mîucosa." which he so highly eulogizes in bis article on
the surgery of the stomuach in Burghard's System of Operative Surgery,
(Vol. 11, p. 337.)

Perforation of the ulcer is next dealt with'in a.perfectly written chap-
tcr-perhaps tlie .most interésting in' the whole book, to the practical
surgeon. Thle danger of mistaking this condition for' thoracie inflam-
mations. anid vice versa, is vèry properly (dwelt upon.

The pathology of the :chronie duodenal ulcer is fIully a.nd carefully
g' ne into, and the last 110 'pages (exclusive of a good index) consists
of an appendix "conitaiiin'g a detailed statenient of all cases (186)
eperated upon to the end of 1908, with an analysis and summary." For
this we are indebted to 'Mr. Moynihan's colleagie at tlie Leed's Infirin-
ary, Mr. I. Collinson. This appendix is a most valuable part of .the
book, as it puts at the disposal of. the reader. in a concise form, examples
of alnost every conceivable variety of this disease.

T'he letter-press. illustrations, and general appearance of the book are
quite in keeping with what one now expects fron the publishers, and'
altogether one most heartily recomîmends the work to every inedical prac-'
titioner.

J.M..K

1NS.XITY IN EVERY-DAY PRACTICE. By E. G. YouNGEi, M.D., M.R.C.P.
Second eclition. Baillière, Tind all and Cox, London, 1910.

TUE MEDICAL EPTOME] SER :s: Diseases of the Skin. By ALFRED
ScruAJcK, M.D. Second edition. Lea and Febiger, Plhiladelphia.
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PRESCRIP>TIOZT WRITINGa N1. FORmUULARY. By Jmx M. SwN .D.
Containing. 1,043 prescriptions. The . Saunders Company,
Philadelph a and London. Cinadian agents; the J. F. Hartz Co.
Toronto, 3910.

L ]uITHIERAPEUTICS. •By J., 1 KELLOG, D- The Good llealt
Publishing Conpany. Battle .Creek, Mihi.

TirE iNFLUENCE OlF STRONG,,PREVALENT, 1AIN-BEARING WINDS ON TE

REVALENCE oF PITTrrSIS. By MTriri. GORDO, M.A, M-D
F.?..P. With inaps. -f. G. Lewis, London,: 1910.

SNDx OF SYMPTOMS. 1V R. W. LEFTwcU. M. Fort
Villiam Wood aid Company, New York, 1910.

PnOGRESsIVE MEDCINE. A Masterly Digest. Edited by TIOBART AMOR
HJARE, 1%I.D., assistedt by LEIGHTON F. A PPLEM.N, M.D. une 1s
1910. Lea and Febiger, Philadelphia an( New York Six dollars
per. afnn.

The contents of No. 2 Vol. XII or Whole Number 46. that is tle June
issue. of Progssive Medicine, are cas folloirs: Terniav by William B.
Coley; Surgery of the abdomen. by'Edward Milton Foote; Gynoecology,
bS John G. Clark; Diseases of the blood, etc., by Alfred Stengel, and
Ophthaliology, by Edward Jackson. The volume, with indéx contains.
363 pages. We mention this publication from year to year witir increas-
ing praise.

. EX T BooK ON THE PRACTICE 0F YNCOLOGY FOI PRIACTrTIoNERS

AND STUDENTS.- B y,. WLLIAM ASTELY ASTITON, M.D.LL.D.,
Fellow of the American Gynocological Society; Professor of Gzyn-
iecology in tlie Medico-Chirurgical College, and Gynoecologist to the
Medico-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia, etc., etc., with ten hun-
dred and fifty-eiglt new line drawings illustrating the text. Fourth
Edition, revised and enlarged.

When a book bas reached a fourth edition in a little over four years,
there is n.o need to say anything about its popularity, or that it has merits
which commend it to an exceptionally large number of students, and here
we do not limit the word student to the undergraduate.

The call for -a fourth edition in one year from tlhe date of issue of the
third did not, however, satisfy the autho.r that his book was perfect
or up to date. A considerable amount of revision lias been done and new
matter added. The subjects thus treated anew are, constipation, indoor
exercises in relation to abdominal and pelvie displacements, the treat-
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hmî%nt of erysipelas of the vulva, the operative managenient of pelvie
suppuration. operation in ectopie gestation, the treatmnent of cystitis,
tuberculosis of the geni;al 'organs. abdominal and pelIc operatis peri-
tonitis and its operative treatment, and miiovaible kidney and its treatient.

Li the treatnent of erysipelas of the vulva, the iuthor apprfves of the
local fomentation of the parts with a saturated solution of nmagnesipm
sulpnate as recommended by Dr. fTenry 'T'ucker. of the Phiil delpliia
General Hospital. in the operative treatment of pelvic suppma ltion>, the
author is in accoid with iost operators in contending lor a more, US.

wirded emploiyment of vaginal section, while in the cataclysmic type of
cetopic gestation he declares iimself in favour of iimediate operation
with simultaneous intra-venous injeclion of normal salt solution. Our
readers will remember that the question of immediate or deferred opora-
tion lias been much discussed iii eent times.

Di. Ashton gives adhesion to those who favour the.earliei gettin' up
of patients after abdominal section. The selection of patients for' this
detail of after-treatmnîèt will, however, ahvsbe imjorfant. The neur
t.stlenie wonan and the wonian drained and. blanched by profusa
hæmeîorrhages had botter be kept ratier long in bed.

Readers of the previous editions of Dr. Ashton's book 'will', renenmbei,
that one of its mnost notable features is the minute description. of every
operation, big and small, in gynucology, with' illustrations 'of all the in-
strunents and appliances needed for the doing of thei.

no cm oGEXmut laucTýcî. F>y SAnaNr & RussEnL (Percy
Sargent, M.13.B.C., F.R.C.S.. Surgei to Ont-Patients St. 'Thomas'
Hospital; surgeon to the "Natinial I lspital for. the Paralyzed and
Epileptic. Queen Square; and Alfred B. Russell, M.D., B.S.,
F.R.C.P., P'hysieian to Out-Patients St. Thonas' Hospital) Lon-
don: Oxford Medical Piublieatioxs; Toronto: 1). T. MeAinsh & Co.
364 pages, illustrated, price $4.50.

This is a thorouglhly adequate book. carrying out the design of the
authors. which is to provide a ready imans of assistance to the practi-
tioner-it does not aim to give al] the methods that can be used to meet
eacli emiergency, but to provide at least one good mîethod wlich their
own experience has taught then may be efficient. It aims, too, to indi-
cate those cases in which the relief of the patient takes precedence of a
painstaking diagnosis. It is everywhere brief, nowhere verbose, and
throughor.t sensible; one can imagine its assistance in a given case prov-
ing its worth abundantly to the practitioner. The last chapter, wlh
can be instantly referred to by reason of its position in the book, deals
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wit poisons and antidotes. From the standpoint of practitioners on
this continen4 we thiink'the paragraph on appendicitis should consti-
tute as eiergency conditions. not only the occurrence of peritonitis and
3ocal abscess, but the existence of the disease itself with a view to its
earliest 'recognition preventing the, occurrence of either of tiese serions
complicatidns., The attitude of the authors upon the question of imnie-
diate operation in appendicitis is indicated on page 225, as applying
only to these conditions. In aIl good faith we inay say that any attempt
e suggest that somie cases of acute appendicitis do not from the onset

deniand operation will not assist the contention,. and will constitute a
criticisiî against the book in the minds of many'practitioners on tiis
continent. Another point which is of especial jnterest te American
piactitioners arises in connexion with typhoid fever. 1t would, be well,

ehink, to insert: a sentence upon the oxtreme inmiportance of sud
ul abdominal pain in typhoid fever, because it is not so necessary to in-
struct tle physician ,whose suspicion of perforation is aroused, as to
c-nition hii whoM suspicious are .not aroused sufficiently easil'.

TIANSACTIONS 0F THE AMERICN RLOGeL ASsOCIATION. -Vol.
1909.

Nothing could better illustrate the surprising progress which genito-
urinary surgery hias made on this continent than the report of the last.
oi more properly, the eighth meeting of this Association. The present
volume shows a distinct advance on its two predecessors, not only in the
r.unbér of its pages, but in tlie interest and general style of its thirty-
six papers. What we recently said of the former reports applies equally
here. Among the most important subjects discussed we find:-The use-
fulness cf · operations on the seninal canal-operations carried ont
either 'oi account of persistent infection (Fuller, Belfield) or of ster-
ility (Martin, Quinby) the importance of the prostrate as a lurking
plae for the gonococcus (Sachs, Wolburst) : various new instruments
in genito-utinary surgery among which we note Gonig's new urethroscope
aînd median bar excisor, also his operating cystoscope: treatient of gon-
orrhoea by means of vaccines (Swinburni. Hartwell): conditions causing
dilatation of the renal pelvis and the ncans of diagnosing the saine
(Brunernian, Bransch, Keys) the functional activity of the kidney,
(Schapira.)

From the practical standpoint American urology lias long been able
to hold up its head; it is from the pathological, bacteriological, and
chemical-in short, the scientifie point of view that we have lagged
1-ehind. It is, therefore, the more gratifying to mark the general
improvement in this respect which occurs in all types of papers. If
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sr much has been acc>mp'ished in the few short years since tle As.
sociation began; we can confidently look forward to the greater p s-
sibilities of the future.

R. 1P. C.

CraxcAl, TREATISES ON TIE PATI-IOLOGY AnD, Ti-iERAPY.Or DisoRDERs
OF METABOLISM1 AN NUTRTrON. yBV' PROF. . AL VON
NOORDEN. Professoi. of the FirstMediéal Chnic, Vienna. Part VIIT.
INANTTION AND) FATTENING CURÉES.- ·Authorized American Edition..
Edited and translated under the. supervision of Alfred C. Croftan.
M.D., Chicago, II. New York: E. B. Treat & Comipny,, 1910:.
Price $1.50.

The lectures giveii in this book were delivered. in 1908, to a post-
graduate class of Vienna physicians.' The first lialif of the book isde-
%oied to the consideration of inanition and undernutrition; the problel1
of loss of weight is studied and nuch interesting material put forward
rlegarding the way in which the difi'erent sorts of tissue take their respec-
tir-e parts in bearing the burden cf innutrition. The basis of all the
calculations is the calorie. and the work is made as practical as possible
by the addition of a chapter (viii) upon the calculation of the calorie
value of foods, and a: table containing the calculated calories in many
(fferent common articles of food. · The problem of undernutrition. a'd
also of fattening, to be umet scientifically, must be based upon the e main-
tenance-diet " for such individual. A point upon which Prof. von oor-
den insists is that as fattening cure wlién undertaken should:.aim at the
education of the patient to persist in the diet that bas been found 'useful,
especially in the matter, of the ingestion of fats; and that the cure of
neurasthenia and tuberculosis mnay be attained not by overfeeding so
much as by overfeeding with the addition of judicious activity.

CLINcaL TREATISES ON THE PATIIOLOGY AND TERA1(.;PY OF DISORDERS
OF METBOL1SM AND iNUTI [TrON. By' PRoF. NR. CARL VON

NOO'RDEN, ProfeSSor of the Ffrst Medical Clinie, Vienna. Part IX.
TECHNIQUE 0 ULEDUCTION CURES AND GOlUT. Authorized Ameri-
can Edition. Edited and transcribed under the supervision of
AIfred C. Croftan, MLD., Chicagg. 111. New York: E. B. Treat &
Company, 1910 Price $1.50.

The first half of this volume deals in a p-actical, if somewhat elabo-
rate manner with the methods iii vogùe for the reduction of obesity.
The author insists upon the recognition of causation in obesity, whether
it arises froi overeating, from inactivity, or whether there be perver-
sion of internal secretion in the case, for example, of the thyroid gland.
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A most. practical point dealt with by the writer, is that the reduction
cure itself is not so'important as -the education in the necessary modifi-
cations in the patient's habits. · The Icss " original " the nethod the
better., that is. the ultimate success will be greatest if the patient can
go on subsequently w«th a diet nôt, vastly different from that whicli bis
mode of life ord inarily suggets.'.The importance of knowing the exact
maintenance-diet is once more insisted upon as the necessary starting
point.

The second ialf, dealing with gout and nephrolithiasis urica, deals
with its subject' in a painstaking, way. Here the great necessity is that
tie 'physician shall know the. purin-percentage of the food administered;
the ineasuring-glass and the scales must be the first requirements. Even
foT the phiysicia.n who bas not made use of these, there is much clear
exposition and good information. The book is uniform in its make-.p
with the previous eight' volumes.

PnAcTICAL DIETETIoS. , By W. OILMMN TIIoMPso, M.D., Professor of
Medicine in the Pornell University Medical College in New York
City. and Visiting 1hyüician to the Preshyterian and Bellevue Hos-
pitals.: 4th Edition, illustrated, enlarged and. completely rewritten,
.28 pages, price $6.00.. New York: Appleton & Co.

Dr. Gilnan Thompson's book upon practical dieteties bas gone through
three editions since it was first published in 1895, and this, the fourth
edition; is carefully revised with a viewto increasing its admitted ex-
cellence. It is a compact volume of 900 or more pages, an increase of
75 pages over the last edition, and it contains an immense amount of
material which is readily available because so well inclexed.

The autlor's standpoint is a very excellent one for the man who
undertakes such a task: "I distinctly disclaim the advocacy of any
special dietetic systemn as a, cure-all, as. vel] as the specific influence of any
'ee food in the general treatment of disease." This is a sensible basis on
whichl te build the superstructure of a work ou dictetics.

'Without in any way attempting to even outline the scope of the book,
i. -iay be said that the entire subject is here, in a form very useful to
the practitioner. the foods, beverages, their preparation; their cooking,
anid the special formns applicable to specificl discases, are deait with in all
necessary fulness, and with a strong underlying stratum of comnmon
sense. Questions that are debatable are sure t find conservative' but.
not indecisive answei. and this, we think, is the kind of recommendation
that appeals to physicians in general. We congratulate Dr. Gilnan
Thompson on having brouglit his work to so good a fulfilment, and
cheerfully recomnend the fourth edition of "Practical Dieteties."
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CONGENITAL DISLOCATION 0F THE HIP. By J., JACKSON CLARr,,
F.R.C.S. London. Baillière, Tindall & 'Coi, 1910; pp. 92.

This is a good description of the Lorenz nethod of. reduction of the
dislocation with the addition of soine piactical points in the after treat-
ment by the author. He adds a series of 40 cases with results. We
w'ould have expected him to mention the Hoffa method of reduction;
and it is agreed noir that mayorrhexis at the time of reduction is only
occasionally essential.

LES APPARILS PLATRÈS. Par DocTEUR JEAN PRiVAT. Paris, A. Ma-
loine; Toulouse, Edouard Privat, 1910;.pp 296

This book consists of an illustrated and exhaustive descriition of the
uses of the plaster of Paris bandage. The plates are very clear and
descriptive 'and give ingcni.us and valuable suggestions by the writer who
has liad mnuch experience in its uses. * There is no mention made of the
use of "scratchers- "under corset or spica. Caution must be used in fol-
lowing his advice of correcting deformity by means of pressure througa
windows 'iin. the plaster cast.

W C. T.

THE OPTIc NERVE .ND THE ACCESSORY SINUSES OF THE 'OSE:'A CON-

TRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF CANALICULAR NEURITIS AND ATROPHT

OF THE OPTIO NERVE OF NASA. ORIGIN. By PROFESSÔR A. ONODI,
of the University of Budapest, Member of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences; authorized, translation by J. Liickhoff, M.D., Edin.,
Ch. B., of Cape Towi. 101 pages. Fifty illustrations. London:

Bailliòre, Tindall & Cox.

Rhinology owes much to· Professor Onodi for his anatomical studies
of the accessory sinises of the nose. •RHis atlas is well Inown, and is à
standard work.

In 1906 he published his book on the relations between the optic nerne
and the accessory sinuses.- But not until the present year has it appeared
in an authorized English translation. As explained in the short intro-,
duction. the English text is reallyi more than a translation of the German,
since it contains matter not found in the latter; moreover the number of
illustrations is nearly twice as large.

The present monograph falls into two parts, topographical anatomy
and clinical considerations.

In the first part, the author presents the results of his exhaustiye study
ci preparatinias of the nose and sinuses, in so f ar as it concerns the sphe-
noid sinuses and'posterior ethmoid cells. He finds widé variations in.the
relation of the two optic nerves to these- cavities;~in fact, he enumerates

574
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thirty-eight. varieties, dividing these into twelve main groups. Hie dî-
scribes each of the' thirty-eight with elaborate detail, and provides a
gcnerous number of illustrations.

These are reproductions- of photographs, and show the parts in their
natural size. In most of the dissections the soft parts have been retained
to show the optic nerve or nerves and the mucous .membranes in siiu.
To :only one typographical error do we call attention, viz., Fig. 10. on
page 13; here the numbers 2, 5, 6 and 7 are made to point to structrcs'.
other than .those. assignéd to them below. 'The illustration"s themselves
are far better than we are accustomed to see, when we conside'r them not'

as diagraims but:as photographs.
The authi leaves himself open to criticism by his frequent refexen'ces'

to bis own qtlas. We do not forget our tribute to its authority, but can-
fnot see his.,right'to assume that hig readers are all fortunate enougli to
be possessors of it or to have ready access to it..

The seéond "part of the books treats of clinical considerations, and the
author gives resumés of bis own cases and of those xeported by others.
Complications of:accessory sinus disease are many; and -with those af-
Sceting the optic nerve are included also those of the orbit ini generai.
and of neighbouring parts including meninges and brain.: For our better
und'erstànding of the same, the ajithor follows with an account of tlie
anastonioses between theveins' of 'tlie nose, of the accessory sinuses, of
the orbit, and the arge venous sinuses.

We can select for special inention a few of the author's more striking
conclusions; that the majÔrity of visual disturbances caused by accessory
sinus disease have beet unilateral; that the optic nerve may be in closer
relation to the posteriýr ethmoid dells than to the sphenoid sinus, so that'
etnhmoiditis as well as sphenoiditis may be a source of visual disturbance;
that the sphenoid. sinus or posterior ethmoid cell of one side may be 'in
close relation to the, pti. nerve of the other side, and that, consequently,
unilateral disturbance of vision may be due to trouble in the accessory
sinuses~of the same -r the opposite side.

The author cites a comforting list of cases where visual disturbances'
have been improved or cured by treatment'of affected sinus; cases of nmUs-
cular pareses, retrobulbar 'neuritis, choked disc, central scotoma and other
conditions.

The author is to be congratulated upon this result of bis many years
of investigation. He is fortunate also in having so good a translator.

The work will appeal to more than 'rhinologists, dealing as it does
with matters of profound importance to the clinician, the ophthalmolo-

gist, the neurologist and the brain surgeon.
H. S. M.
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THE MONTREAL GENERAL -HOSPITAL DENTAL CLINIC.

The report of the dental clinic hows that there have been, between
January 26th and June 30th, 1910, 705 new patients; 63 anesthetics
haive been administered, and 919 extractions perforned. Details of other
work are as follows:-Treatments 23; prophylaxis 19; fillings, amalgarn;
139; cement, 22; gold 41. porcelain 1; crowns, gold 7; porcelain 12;
Richmond 7; bridges 9; dentures, full, 45; partial.19; treatment of
compound fracture of maxilla,1.

PEDIATRICS IN MEDICAL COLLEGES.

The importance of pediatrics as a study in our medical schools, and
recognition of the surgical diseases of children as a department of study,
was among the admirable -features of the report on curriculum pre-
sented at the meeting of the Association of American Medical Colleges
held in Baltimoxe in March. The report placed the minimum number
of hours to be devoted to pediatrics at 150, which is an increase of 50
per cent. over the present requireinent of the Association, and yet is a
very modest share of the 4,000 hours of the clinical years (the third
and fourth years) of the college course. Dr. H. D. Arnold, of Boston,
was chairman of the sub-committee on curriculum for the clinical years,
and Dr. S. W. Kelley, of Cleveland, member representing pediatrics.
The report goes on to say: "The allowance for pediatrics is intended
te include instruction in the exanthemata. In many other ways medicine
and pediatrics overlap. Useless repetition can only be avoided by a
proper understanding between the teachers of these two subjectsb and
a certain elasticity should be allowed a school for the purpose of assign-
ing time to one subject or to the other according to where the borderland
subjects can best be taught. In the same way pediatrics and surgery
touch and overlap., In one subject or the other the surgery peculiar to
children should receive attention?

AMERICAN PUBLIC EALTH ASSOCIATION TO MEET IN
MILWAUKEE.

The American Public. Health Association will hold its 38th annual
meeting in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Setepmber 5th to 9th next. Repre-
sentatives from many of the national organizations working in the
interest of the public health have been invited to be present and to dis-
cuss methods for the correlation of the worx of such organizations, and
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or co-operation -with a view to increasing efflciency and econcomy.
Sanitary engineering will occupy a conspicuous place on the progranne.

This Association is the oldest national sanitary organization in the
United States. Its membership extends over the *United . States, the
Dominion of Canada, Mexico, and Cuba. Information concerning it can
be obtained by addressing Dr. Wm. C. Woodward, Secretary, Washington,
D.C.

''MEDICINE.
tNDER THE CHARGE 0F. DRS. FINLEY, LAFLEUR, HAMILTON, AND OWARD

ANDREW MACPHÀIL. «,Medicine in Canada." Brit. . Joùr. ay
7, 1910.

The demand for reciprocity in medical degrees b.tween Canad and
the other parts of the Empire has not arisen out of a dearth of qualified
practitioners in Canada. There are in the various -.provinces seven
medical schools-namely, those in connexion with the. University of
Toronto, McGill and Laval at Montreal, Queen's at Kingston, Dalhousie
at Halifax, the Western University at London, ·and the University of
Manitoba in Winnipeg.

At the close of the session of 1909 there were in attendance at these,
seven schools 1,821 students, and 321 physicians graduated from them.
There were in Toronto d74 students and 91 graduates; in McGill, 332
students and 72 graduates; in Queen's, 257 students and 40 graduates;
in Laval, 214 students and 43 graduates; in the Western, 104 students
and 25 graduates; in Dalhousie, 121 students and 8 graduates; and in
Manitoba, 119 students and 33 graduates. Four , of these schools-
Toronto, McGill, Manitoba, and Laval--require a course of study ex-
tending over a period of five years before a candidate can proceed to a
degree; Queen's gives a fifth year wiich is optional, and none demands
less than four years.

Upon the quality of the instruction which may be obtained in Canada,
there is also some evidence. The Trustees of the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching and 'a Committee of'the American
Medical Association, as the result of a personal investigation conducted
in 1909, reported that at least two Canadian schools were, ' entitled to
rank in the first class-that is, with Harvard and Johns Hopkins:in the
United States. These are the schools of McGill and Toronto.

From this it will appear that the fullest measure of reciprocity would
do nothing more than admit practitioners to a field which is already well
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occupied, in which the native must have a certain advantage on account
of local knowledge and intimate association. There are many towns,
however, especially in the West, which have sprung into existence.
within the past few years, others which have doubled in population
within the past ten years, and all will more than double in the next five
if the present rate of increase is maintained. These are the places in
which a well-trained inan-that is, one who is competent to diagnose and
treat all diseases, and is qualified to perform all ordinary operations ini
every department of surgery-may surely hope to succeed.

Up to the present moment the attempt to .obtaín a full measure of
reciprocity between Canada and England,.,or even between the nine pro-
vinces thmciselves, has failed, although it has been persisted in for the
last ten years. This is due to the fact that under the British North
America Act of 1867, wliichï governs the Confede'ation of Canada, all
matters pertaining to education-elementary, scholastic, and profes-
sional-lie within the authority 'of the' various provinces; and Quebec,
wh'ch is French and Catholie and in possession of a system of educa:-
tion peculiarly adapted to those conditions, has guarded this right with
stealous care.

To al] requests for reciprocity the General Medical Council of Great
Britain made Lhp obvious reply that the provinces of Canada should first.
agrce ainong themselves in establishing one standard of entrance to the
study of niedicine and one standard of final qualification. To this Que-
bec would not agree. That would be to siirrender the inalienable right
to the control of education.

To meet this difficulty, the Medical. Acts Order of 1906. was passed
by the Privy Council, under vhich each province of Canada vas con-
stituted a separate State for the purposes 'of negotiation. Nova Scotia
and Prince Edward Island immediately»applied. ' They granted and
received a measure of reciprocity under which their qualifications were
registrable in Great Britain, and, therefore, in each other; and practi-
tioners registered in Eýngland were free to practise in those provinces.
Quebec also applied for and offered reciprocity. This was nutually
agreed to after provision had been made for adequate preliminary educa-
tion, and to prevent a graduate ivho had for cause been refused the Que-
bec licence fromi régistering in England, and so evading the local
regulations.. Only three persons from Quebec and about a dozen from
Nova Scotia have availed theniselves of the privilege; but I cannot find
that any licensees froin England have "ignified a desire to be enrolled
upon the registers of thèse provinces.

The attempt to secure one register for all Canada has not been aban-
doned, as it is felt to be an anomaly that each province should have its



own system, and that well-qualified men should not be free to move from
place to place as they desire. In 1902 the Canada Medical Act was
introduced in the Dominion Parliament by Dr. T. G. Roddick, Dean of
the Medical Faculty of McGill University and member for the St.
Antoine Division of Montreal. It aimed at a " one-portal" system for
entrance to the medical profession in Canada, but failed to pass on
account of the opposition of Quebec.

During the present session an amendment was sought to the effect
that, when five or more provinces agreed upon terms of the Act, a plan
of-registration for those provinces could be established. Quebec objected
on the gro'und that she was being coerced by a threat of isolation; but
eventually Quebec was satisfied, mainly by the provisions that the matter
'of preliminary education shall be left in the bands of the provinces, and
that theDominion Couneil shall relegate to assessors the supervision of
the primary examinations, as they are now held in the various univer-
sities. In the original Act it was provided that a properly qualified.
person who, had been engaged for six years in the practice of medicizie
in any one of the provinces should be entitled to registration without
examination. The amendment extends this peribd to ten years, and
allows to the Medical Concil of any province the privilege of exacting
an examination in final subjects, if it sees fit. The scheme of representa-
tion on the Dominion Medical Council, originally. based on census
returns, will ow give two representatives to each of the provinces, and,
on account of their greater size, one additional to Ontario and' Quebec'
The universitis, as originally proposed, shall each have one representa-.
tive, and the Governor-General-in-Council shall appoint three members,
each of whom shall reside in a different province. In addition there
shall be-three iemberselected"by such practitioners in Canada as by thé
laws of the provincewherein they practise areiow recognized as form-
ing a articular and distinct school of the practice of medicine, and as
such are by the same laws entitled to practise n he roince. This
clause apparently is intended, to meet the views 0f persons who are
known ashomoeopatlis.

Everything was in readiness for the passing of these amendments,
which would have consolidated the profession in- Canada, when the
Council of British Columbia demanded -dela, and protested that it was
unwilling to proceed before the proposals had been submitted to the
entire body of the profession in that province. As the'time for present-
ing bills had already nearly expired, there- was no alternative but to
postpone the introduction of the amended Act until another year.

This action of British Columbia is not hard to understand. For years
the West was the strongest advocate of a single Canadian register, in
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opposition to Quebee and, in a less degree, to Ontario. . But now the
West is becoming the predominant partier, and is disposed to scrutinize
closely any arrangement under which the number of practitioners 'west
of Lake Superior will be increased, whether they come from Eastern
Canada or from across the seas.

For ten years Dr. :Roddick has been indefatigable in :the labour- of
reconciling local interests, and he has not yet abandoned the task. The
matter will be brought before representatives of. ail the Provincial
Councils at the meeting of the Canadian Medical Associâtio in Toronto
on June 1st, and if the objeòtions of British Columbia can be renoved
his great work may then be said to be accomplished.
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